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ABSTRACT 
Putri, Aisyah. 2020. CHALLENGING OF ENGLISH TEACHER: PEDAGOGIC 
COMPETENCE AND STRATEGY IN TEACHING SPEAKING ENGLISH FOR HEARING 
IMPAIRMENT STUDENTS AT EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS’ OF  SLB - B YAAT 
KLATEN. Thesis. Surakarta. English Language Education. Cultures and Language Faculty. 
Advisor : Dr. Imroatus Solikhah, M.Pd 
Keywords : Teaching Speaking, Teachers Competence, Hearing Impairment Students 
 This research aims to find out what is the challenges faced by the teacher in teaching 
speaking english to the hearing impairment students and what is the strategies applied by the 
teacher in teaching speaking english to the hearing impairment students at eighth grade 
students in SLB-B YAAT Klaten.  
 This research is qualitative research. This data is arranged by doing interview with the 
teacher and observation in class. The research subjects are the English teacher and the eighth 
grade hearing impairment students of SLB-B YAAT Klaten which consist of four students. 
Then, the setting of this research is the eighth grade class of SLB-B YAAT Klaten. The 
researcher as the observer had no specific interaction with the subjects of the research than 
just finding the data from the observation and interview. 
 The result of the research shows that the process of teaching speaking is an educative 
interaction of some instructional components which is interoperated to one another in 
achieving the goal the process of teaching speaking which consist of of three steps, there are 
the preparation, the application, and the evaluation. The problems faced by the teacher in the 
process of teaching speaking are the use of sign language, the students vocabulary’s is 
limited, students difficulty in understanding the speech, students different capability in 
receiving materials and also the limited competencies that teacher have. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
There are many of languages in the world. Every country has their own language. 
Kamil (1991: 7) states “language as a communication element between individual and 
society or even among  people in many countries used it to convey idea and feeling”. 
Based on the statements above, the language is important in our life to communicate with 
the other people in the world. One of the languages that usually used is English. English 
is international language that is used in many countries in the world. English becomes one 
of subject for the student in the school that must be learned. 
The process of learning English especially speaking skill for regular students and 
hearing impairment students is not the same. For hearing impairment students, it is quite 
difficult for them to learn English because children with hearing impairments often show 
significant delays in phoneme production, vocabulary, and syntax (Cawthon, 2001). 
Hearing impairment students cannot fully process the information in form of sounds, 
while regular students can process them; this may affect their speaking ability because of 
the lack of vocabulary from the sounds they cannot process. Oyewumi (2008) stated that 
“Deaf and hearing impaired students tend to be visual learner and this is difficult in an 
environment where much essential information is delivered exclusively by word of 
mouth.” (cited in Mpofu, et al., 2013). The language characteristics are usually different; 
the structure of sentences of hearing impairment students is usually different from 
unimpaired students. 
Moreover, every citizen of Indonesia has rights to get education. It has been stated in 
the Indonesian Republic Regulation (Undang-Undang Republik Indonesia or UU RI) 
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number 20 in 2003 about National Educational System (Sistem Pendidikan Nasional or 
Sisdiknas) chapter 5 verse 1 “ Every citizen has the same rights to get qualified 
education”. It means there is no exception to children with special needs. In addition, 
Minister of Education and Culture (PERMENDIKBUD) Indonesian Republic Regulation 
number 157 of 2014 as stated: 
Article 2 states that special education is education for students with disabilities or 
special needs, namely those who have difficulty in following the learning process 
due to physical, emotional, mental, intellectual and / or social; and / or students 
who have potential intelligence and / or special talents.  
Article 4 of learners with disabilities or special needs made up of students with 
visual impairment, hearing impairment, tunawicara, retarded, quadriplegic, 
tunalaras, learning disabilities, slow learning, autistic, have motor disorders, 
victims of drug abuse, illegal drugs and other addictive substances and have other 
disorders.  
Article 5 paragraph 1 that special education as referred to in article 2 letter A is 
held through special education units or regular education units on formal and non-
formal education channels. Paragraph 2 explains that the special education unit for 
formal referred to in paragraph 1 includes TKLB/RALB, SDLB/MILB, 
SMPLB/MTsLB, SMALB/MALB, SMKLB/MAKLB. 
Teaching children with special limitations especially in this case is hearing 
impairment, it is necessary for teachers or instructors who are professionals in their field. 
Professional instructors are needed to assist them in learning foreign languages. The 
teacher must have at least basic competencies as a form of authority and ability in 
carrying out his duties. Understanding teacher competence is a skill that must be 
possessed by a teacher. This ability can be in the form of knowledge faculties, abilities in 
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terms of skills and responsibilities for students who are educated, so that in carrying out 
their duties as an educator it can work efectively. Competence possessed by a teacher 
becomes an important capital in managing education or teaching that is of many kinds. 
In addition, teachers are gradually expected to achieve a professional criteria level in 
accordance with the standards set out in Undang-Undang No. 14 of 2005, and Minister of 
National Education (PERMENDIKNAS) No. 16 of 2007 that all teachers in Indonesia 
must meet 3 standards, namely: (1) qualification standards, (2) standards competence, (3) 
certification standards. Qualification standards based on Law No. 14 of 2005 concerning 
teachers and lecturers, and Permendiknas Number 16 of 2007, academic qualifications 
canbe obtained by teacher candidates through completing a teacher education program at 
bachelor degree level, or in a four-year diploma program. Competence is defined as a set 
of special abilities which are behaviors that are inherent in a teacher to fulfill the 
conditions for a certain position / profession. The teacher competency is a special ability 
that is skillful in carrying out the teaching teacher's tasks carried out effectively and 
efficiently in order to achieve educational goals. Based on the National Education System 
Law (SISDIKNAS) Number 14 about teacher and lecturer article 10 determines that 
teacher competence includes pedagogical competence, personality competence, 
professional competence and social competence. 
But in the pre-research that the researcher did, the researcher got the data at the school 
that the researcher wanted to study, namely SLB-B YAAT Klaten, especially in the 
eighth class there was only one class. At the eighth grade has four students who have 
hearing difficulties. Their hearing difficulties are medium level, which means that they 
can still hear sounds or sounds within a short distance and with a loud frequency. In this 
school, only an English teacher for eighth grade. Based on the information that the 
researcher got from the interviews that the researcher did to the English teacher, he was 
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not a teacher of special education graduates. In fact, in the world of work he must be 
faced with a phenomenon where he must be able to face or educate children with special 
needs, so that he is required to have pedagogic competence and adequate professional 
competence. But the English teacher of SLB-B YAAT Klaten can teach them well. 
The illustration above is a general description that the researcher wants to study 
further related to the pedagogic abilities that the teacher has and the strategies 
implemented by the English teacher in the school in teaching speaking for children who 
have limited hearing impairments. So, on the challenges above, the researcher will 
investigate them by the title: “Challenging Of English Teacher: Pedagogic 
Competence And Strategy In Teaching Speaking English For Hearing Impairment 
Students At Eighth Grade Students’ Of  SLB - B YAAT Klaten”. This research is 
aimed to look at some issue and ways in English can be exploited in the exceptional 
school. The purposes of this research are to support and push our development as teachers 
about teaching normal students or exceptional children. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
There are some problem that can be identified. The identifications of this study are as 
follows: 
1. In the process of teaching speaking English, the teacher has difficulty in adapting to 
teach the hearing impairment students. 
2. In the process of teaching speaking English, the teacher need more energy, creatifity 
and special strategies to teach the hearing impairment students. 
3. In the process of teaching speaking English the hearing impairmnet students acquire 
new words at slower rates. 
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C. Limitation of the Problem 
Looking at the problem of identification above and to make the study more clearly 
and to avoid misunderstanding, the researcher would like to limit the study which is the 
only one English teacher who teaches in the eighth grade students of SLB-B YAAT 
Klaten which consist of 4 (four) students with hearing impairment in a class. This 
research takes the eighth grade students of SLB-B YAAT Klaten based on the 
consideration about the difficulties in the process of teaching speaking English. Although 
the skill in English is integrated such as listening; reading; speaking; and writing. The 
researcher just focus in the speaking skill. Since there are many elements in English 
language, The discussion is only limited to the teacher's strategy in teaching English and 
the challenges faced by teachers which related to the teacher's pedagogical competence.  
  
D. Problem Statement 
Based on the background of the study, the problem statements of this study can be 
formulated as follows: 
1. What is the challenges faced by the teacher in teaching speaking english to the 
hearing impairment students in SLB-B YAAT Klaten? 
2. What is the strategies applied by the teacher in teaching speaking english to the 
hearing impairment students in SLB-B YAAT Klaten? 
 
E. The Objective of the Study 
The study is aimed at finding the answers to the questions stated in the problem 
statement. Therefore, the objectives of this study are: 
1. To investigate the strategy of teaching speaking English to the hearing impairment 
students in SLB-B YAAT Klaten. 
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2. To investigate the teachers pedagogic competence related in teaching speaking 
English to the hearing impairment students. 
 
F. The Benefit of the Study 
The study will give some contribution in the teaching and learning speaking English 
for the hearing impairment students. There are at least two categories significan 
contributions from this study as follows: 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
The result of  this research will enrich references about the study of Challenging Of 
English Teacher: Pedagogic Competence And Strategy In Teaching Speaking English 
For Hearing Impairment Students. 
2. Practical Benefit 
a. For the teacher 
The result of the study will be useful for the teacher, especially those who teach 
speaking English in school for the hearing impairment student and the reader. So, 
they will understand how to teach speaking English for the hearing impairment. 
b. For the researcher 
For the study herself, this study gives better understanding about the teaching 
speaking English to the hearing impairment student. 
c. For the reader 
For the reader or the other researchers, hopefully this research result can provide 
helpful information and encourage them to conduct deeper studies on the hearing 
impairment student. 
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d. For the school 
It is expected that this research will be a reference of improvement in the 
preparation or facilitates that supporting teaching and learning activities for the 
hearing impairment student. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL REVIEW 
 
A. Professional Teacher 
According to the Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia, the teacher is the person whose 
have a teaching profession. While the Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan states 
that the teacher is a person who has ideas that must be realized for the interests of 
students, so upholding the virtues concerning religion, culture and science. Then, 
professional is a job or activity carried out by someone and becomes a source of income 
for life that requires expertise, skills, or skills that meet certain quality standards or norms 
and requires professional education. Professionalization is an effort that leads to 
professionalism. Etymologically professionalization consists of two professional words, 
meaning people who are experts or experts, and suffixation means action or condition to 
be. The word professionalization is also called the process of making an organizational 
body to become a professional. The profession requires a skill based on a certain 
educational background. So, they really educated which specializes in a skill. 
Professionalization is basically a series of professional development processes either 
carried out through "pre-service" or "in-office" education or training. 
Developing teachers based on individual needs is very important in undergoing the 
process of making professional teachers. Because the substance of the study and the 
context of learning always develops and changes according to the dimensions of space 
and time, teachers are required to always improve their competence. Teachers are 
gradually expected to achieve a professional criteria level in accordance with the 
standards set out in Undang-Undang Number. 14 of 2005, and Permendiknas No. 16 of 
2007 that all teachers in Indonesia must meet 3 standards, namely: (1) qualification 
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standards, (2) standards competence, (3) certification standards. Qualification standards 
based on Undang-Undang Number. 14 of 2005 concerning the teachers and lecturers, and 
Permendiknas Number 16 of 2007, all teachers in Indonesia have a minimum academic 
qualification of D - IV or S - 1 study programs that are in accordance with the fields or 
types of subjects they are developing. Competence is defined as a set of special abilities 
which are behaviors that are inherent in a teacher to fulfill the conditions for a certain 
position / profession. The teacher competency is a special ability that is skillful in 
carrying out the teaching teacher's tasks effectively and efficiently in order to achieve 
educational goals. Then, to being skilled in teaching, professional teachers must also have 
extensive knowledge skills, be wise, and be able to socialize well. If we want to become a 
professional teacher, then we must meet the following criteria, there are: 
1. Have noble character and character so that they can provide a good example to their 
students. 
2. Have the ability to educate and teach students well. 
3. Mastering the material or subject matter that will be taught in teaching and learning 
interactions. 
4. Have academic qualifications and educational background according to the field of 
duty. 
5. Mastering various educational administrations, for example lesson plan, syllabus, 
curriculum, and others. 
6. Have high enthusiasm and motivation to devote the knowledge it has to students. 
7. Never stop learning and developing their abilities. 
8. Following training and training to add insight and experience. 
9. Active, creative and innovative to develop learning and always up to date on 
information or problems that occur around. 
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10. Mastering science and technology such as computers, internet, blogs, facebook, 
websites, and others. 
11. Love reading as an effort to explore and add insight. 
12. Never stop working, for example making PTK, teaching materials, articles, and so on. 
13. Can interact and socialize with parents, colleagues and the surrounding environment 
properly. 
14. Active in the activities of educational organizations such as KKG, PGRI, scouts, and 
others. 
15. Have an attitude of love, sincerity and sincerity in teaching. 
In addition, efforts to improve teacher professionalism that have been taken by the 
government or educational institutions are as follows: 
1. Taking Education at a Higher Level According to Academic Qualifications. 
Based on the Undang-Undang Guru Dosen that teachers to obtain professional 
competence must go through professional education and teachers are also required to 
have a minimum S-1 or D - 4 academic qualification. Today, the world of education 
and the education system is increasing. It is hoped that by continuing the level of 
education the teacher is able to increase his knowledge and obtain new information in 
education and be able to know the development of the science of education. 
2. Through the Teacher Certification Program 
One effort to improve teacher professionalism is through certification where 
certification is reflected in the existence of a fit and proper test that must be lived by 
someone, against the criteria that have been ideally set. This certification program is 
able to foster the spirit of teachers to improve themselves, improve the quality of 
science, and professionalism in the world of education. 
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3. Providing Training for Teachers 
Training and training is one of the coaching techniques to add insight or 
knowledge of the teacher. Training and training activities need to be carried out by 
teachers with follow-up efforts to implement the results of training and training. 
4. Teacher Reading Movement (Gerakan Guru Membaca or G2M) 
In addition to students, teachers must also be diligent in reading in order to add 
insight. The attitude of teachers who are diligent in reading this can provide a good 
example to students. 
5. Through the organization of the Teacher Working Group (Kelompok Kerja Guru or 
KKG) 
The teacher working group is a forum for teacher cooperation and as a place to 
discuss problems related to professional abilities, namely in terms of planning, 
implementing and assessing student progress. 
6. Always Productive in Producing Works in the Field of Education 
The method used to be able to improve the teacher's ability to express concepts 
and ideas is to write a lot. If a teacher wants to grow creativity can be done by writing. 
For example writing PTK, teaching materials, articles, and others. 
 
B. Teacher Competences 
Based on the Undang-Undang Sisdiknas number 14 concerning teacher and lecturer 
article 10, it determines that teacher competencies include pedagogical competence, 
personality competencies, professional competencies and social competencies. The 
explanation are: 
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1. Pedagogic Competence 
a. Definition of Pedagogic Competence 
Pedagogic competence in national education standards, explanation of article 
28 paragraph 3 point (a) is the ability to manage learners' learning which includes 
understanding of students, designing, and implementing learning, evaluating 
learning outcomes, and developing students to actualize their various potentials. 
Furthermore, according to Undang-Undang number 14 of 2005 concerning 
Teachers and Lecturers, pedagogical competence is the ability of teachers and 
lecturers to manage the learning process of students. According to Permendiknas 
number 17 of 2007, pedagogical competencies in subject teachers consist of 37 
competencies which are summarized in 10 core competencies such as the 
following: 
1) Mastering the characteristics of students from physical, moral, spiritual, social, 
cultural, emotional, and intellectual aspects. 
2) Mastering learning theory and educational learning principles. 
3) Develop a curriculum related to the subjects taught. 
4) Organizing educational learning. 
5) Utilizing information and communication technology for the benefit of 
learning. 
6) Facilitating the development of potential students to actualize their various 
potentials. 
7) Communicate effectively, empathically, and politely with students. 
8) Organizing assessment and evaluation of learning processes and results. 
9) Use the results of assessment and evaluation for the benefit of learning. 
10) Reflective take action to improve the quality of learning. 
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b. Pedagogic competencies include: 
1) Understanding of students, with essential indicators: understanding students 
by utilizing the principles of cognitive development and personality and 
identifying students' initial learning. 
2) Learning design, with essential indicators: understanding the educational 
foundation; apply learning and learning theory; determine learning strategies 
based on student characteristics, competencies to be achieved, and teaching 
material; and compile a learning plan based on the chosen strategy. 
3) Implementation of learning with essential indicators: setting learning settings; 
and implementing conducive learning. 
4) Designing and implementing learning outcomes evaluation, with essential 
indicators: designing and carrying out continuous evaluation and assessment 
of processes and results of learning with various methods; analyze the results 
of evaluation of processes and learning outcomes to determine the level of 
mastery learning; and utilizing the results of learning assessment to improve 
the quality of learning programs in general the development of students to 
actualize the various potentials they have, with essential indicators: facilitating 
students to develop various academic potentials; and facilitate students to 
develop various non-academic potentials. 
c. There are two sub-components of competence in pedagogical competencies, 
namely as follows: 
1) The sub-component of education insight competency includes: 
a) Understanding the educational foundation. 
b) Understanding education policies. 
c) Understanding the level of development of students. 
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d) Understanding the learning approach that fits the learning material. 
e) Implement cooperation in work. 
f) Utilizing the progress of science and technology in education. 
2) The sub-components of learning management competencies, including: 
a) Develop a learning plan. 
b) Carry out learning. 
c) Assessing student learning achievement. 
d) Carry out follow-up results of student learning achievement assessments. 
2. Personality Competence 
Personality competency is a personality ability that is solid, noble, wise and 
authoritative and an example of students. In the national education standard, it was 
stated that what is meant by personality competence is a strong, stable, mature, wise, 
and authoritative personality ability, being a role model for students and having a 
noble character. This personality competency has a very large role and function 
influencing the growth and personal development of the students. This personality 
competence has very important roles and functions in shaping the personality of the 
child, in order to prepare and develop human resources (HR) as well as the welfare of 
society, the progress of the State, and the nation in general. 
3. Social Competence 
Social competency is the ability of the teacher as part of the community to 
communicate and interact effectively with students, fellow educators, education 
personnel, parents / guardians of students and the surrounding community. Social 
competence is the ability of the teacher as part of the community that at least has the 
competence to: 
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a. Communicate verbally and information functionally. 
b. Use communication and information technology functionally. 
c. Associate effectively with students, fellow educators, education staff, parents / 
guardians of students. 
d. Hang out politely with the surrounding community. 
4. Professional Competence 
Professional competency is the mastery of material skills, broad and in-depth 
learning that allows guiding students to meet competency standards set out in national 
education standards. The scope of professional competence is as follows: 
a. Understand and can apply the educational foundation both philosophical, 
psychological, sociological, and so on. 
b. Understand and can apply learning theory according to the level of development 
of students. 
c. Able to handle and develop the field of study that is his responsibility. 
d. Understand and can apply various learning methods. 
e. Able to develop and use various tools, media and relevant learning resources. 
f. Able to organize and implement learning programs. 
g. Able to carry out evaluation of student learning outcomes. 
h. Able to grow personality 
After the standards of qualifications and competencies are met, there is one press 
statement that must be fulfilled to be called a professional teacher, that is, as in UUGD 
Number 14 of 2005 article 11, the teacher must have passed the certification process. The 
text of article 11 are follows: 
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a. The educator certificate as referred to in article 8 is given to the teacher who has 
fulfilled the requirements. 
b. Educator certification is held by universities that have an education staff 
procurement program that is accredited and determined by the Government. 
c. Educator certification is carried out in an objective, transparent and accountable 
manner. 
d. Further provisions regarding educator certification as referred to in paragraphs (2) 
and (3) are regulated by government regulations. 
Formally, it has become imperative that a profession work requires the conditions that 
must be fulfilled, including this is work as a teacher. These requirements are intended to 
determine the eligibility of a person in the job. In addition, these conditions are intended 
so that a teacher in carrying out his duties and responsibilities professionally and can 
provide services that are in line with expectations. According to Amir Daiem 
Indrakusuma, the conditions of a job can be said to be professions if they fulfill the 
following: 
a. Professional requirements 
b. Biological requirements 
c. Psychological conditions 
d. Pedagogical-didactic requirements 
Some conditions that must be fulfilled by a teacher as mentioned in detail can be 
stated as follows: 
a. Professional Requirements 
Teacher's work is a profession in the community, therefore a teacher before 
carrying out the task of educating and teaching is required to have several types of 
skills which are complementary to his profession. These professionals are usually 
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associated with diplomas that provide the authority and responsibility of the 
teacher in carrying out their duties. 
Regarding the requirements of the teacher's diploma and the authority to carry 
out their duties, it has been stated in PP RI Number 19 on 2005 chapter VI article 
29 of article 29 paragraph 3 of the Standar Nasional Pendidikan that educators in 
SMP / MTs or other forms have: a) minimum fourth diploma academic 
qualifications (D - IV) or bachelor (S - 1), b) higher education background with 
educational programs that are in accordance with the subject taught; and c) teacher 
professional certificates for SMP / MTs. 
Such diploma requirements, have an orientation on education that the teacher 
must have before entering the field. Through teacher education, they obtain 
scientific provisions that are related to their duties as educators, namely academic 
knowledge. Special education and skills are obtained from teacher education 
institutions that provide provisions to fulfill their duties as formal educators in 
schools. Obviously it is a teacher's diploma that gives the rights and authority to 
be a teacher in the class. 
b. Biological Requirements 
`The teacher's profession as a formal educator in the school cannot be seen as 
light, because it involves various aspects of life and demands heavy moral 
accountability. One aspect that needs to be taken into account for becoming a 
teacher is the physical requirement or the physical requirement. This means that a 
prospective teacher must be healthy and not have a disability that can interfere 
with his teaching assignments. In the world of education always dealing with 
students and also teachers as determinants of educational success are required to 
have physical fulfillment of the requirements, meaning the teacher in the teaching-
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learning process must always be healthy, not physically disabled and have strong 
stamina to carry out their duties. 
Regarding the physical press that must be fulfilled by a teacher, this is in 
accordance with what was stated by Siti Meichati MA: "The prospective physical 
state of educators such as health and physical defects that are striking is 
important". Based on these requirements, it is clear that the physical press press is 
healthy and the absence of defects is one of the requirements that must be met by 
the teacher. With good conditions, the teacher will be able to perform well in front 
of the class, so that educational interactions are expected to achieve maximum 
results. 
c. Psychological Requirements 
These psychological requirements are essentially two elements that are very 
competent towards human development, namely the physical and spiritual 
elements. The combination of two elements in each human is what determines the 
figure of a good teacher. The press statement, at a glance, emphasizes the mental 
health of teachers.  
Health in question is also related to the emotional stability of the teacher in 
carrying out his duties. Because the feelings and emotions of teachers who have 
an integrated personality seem stable optimistic and pleasant. He can captivate the 
hearts of his students, because every child feels accepted and loved by the teacher. 
Likewise, emotions that are not stable will bring unstable emotional states to 
their students, especially in matters relating to the obligations of these students. 
With the above, a teacher must be mentally healthy in order to support the success 
of the teaching program. 
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d. Pedagogical-didactic Requirements 
A teacher will carry out his duties properly determined by his knowledge. 
Both general knowledge and educational knowledge. With the basics of 
knowledge that is owned, the teacher is expected to be able to open a broad 
perspective and be able to develop themselves in accordance with the times. 
Besides that, the knowledge requirements for teachers are also very important as a 
support and formation of the teaching profession. This was stated by Amir Daiem 
Indrakusuma in his book Educational Sciences a Philosophical Theoretical 
Review, saying: "The formation of the teaching profession requires knowledge 
that is a preparation or provision in carrying out educational work" 
The importance of pedagogical-didactic requirements, then everyone who 
becomes a teacher must fulfill them in carrying out their duties. Various 
requirements that must be met by the teacher, hope to be a good teacher or 
professional teacher can be achieved. The rubric of teachers competences are as 
follows: 
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Table: 1 
The 14th competencies and 78th indicators of teacher performance assessment. Based 
on the Undang-Undang Sisdiknas Number 14 article 10 concerning teacher and 
lecturer. 
 Number Competence Indicator
The teacher can identify the learning characteristics of each student in his class.
The teacher ensures that all students get the same opportunity to actively 
participate in learning activities.
Teachers can arrange classes to provide the same learning opportunities to all 
students with different physical and learning abilities.
The teacher tries to find out the causes of student behavior deviations to prevent 
the behavior from harming other students.
The teacher helps develop potential by overcoming the shortcomings of students.
The teacher pays attention to students with certain physical weaknesses in order 
to be able to participate in learning activities, so that these students are not 
marginalized (excluded, ridiculed, insecure, etc.).
The teacher gives the opportunity to students to master the learning material 
according to their age and learning ability through the arrangement of learning 
processes and varied activities.
The teacher always ensures the level of understanding of students towards 
certain learning materials and adjusts the next learning activities based on the 
level of understanding.
The teacher can explain the reasons for implementing the activities / activities he 
did, both those that were appropriate and those that were different from the plans 
related to the success of learning.
The teacher uses various techniques to motivate students' willingness to learn.
The teacher plans learning activities that are interrelated with each other by 
paying attention to the learning objectives and the learning process of the 
students.
The teacher pays attention to the responses of students who have not / lack to 
understand the learning material taught and use it to improve the next learning 
design.
The teacher can arrange syllabi in accordance with the curriculum.
The teacher designs a learning plan that is in accordance with the syllabus to 
discuss certain teaching materials so that students can achieve the basic 
competencies set.
Curriculum 
development
3
A. Pedagogic
1 Mastering the 
characteristics of 
students
2 Mastering 
learning theory 
and educational 
learning 
principles.
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Continue… 
Number Competence Indicator
The teacher follows the sequence of learning material by paying attention to the 
learning objectives.
The teacher chooses learning materials that are: in accordance with the learning 
objectives, right and up to date, according to the age and level of learning ability of 
students, can be carried out in the classroom and in accordance with the context of 
the daily lives of students.
The teacher carries out learning activities in accordance with the draft that has been 
prepared in full and the implementation of these activities indicates that the teacher 
understands the purpose.
The teacher carries out learning activities that aim to help the learning process of 
students not to test so as to make students feel depressed.
The teacher communicates new information (for example additional material) 
according to the age and level of learning ability of students.
The teacher responds to the mistakes made by students as the stages of the learning 
process not merely mistakes that must be corrected. For example, by knowing in 
advance other students who agree / disagree with the answer before giving an 
explanation of the correct answer.
The teacher carries out learning activities according to curriculum content and relates 
them to the context of students' daily lives.
Teachers carry out learning activities in various ways with sufficient time for learning 
activities that are appropriate for their age and level of learning ability and maintain 
the attention of students.
Teachers manage the class effectively without dominating or busy with their own 
activities so that all the time students can be used productively.
The teacher is able to adjust learning activities designed with class conditions.
The teacher provides many opportunities for students to ask questions, practice and 
interact with other students.
The teacher organizes the implementation of learning activities systematically to help 
the learning process of students. For example teachers add new information after 
evaluating students' understanding of the previous material.
The teacher uses teaching aids, such as audio-visual, to increase students' learning 
motivation in achieving learning goals.
The teacher analyzes the learning outcomes based on all forms of assessment of each 
student to determine the level of progress of each.
The teacher designs and implements learning activities that encourage students to 
learn according to their respective skills and learning patterns.
The teacher actively assists students in the learning process by giving attention to 
each individual.
The teacher can correctly identify the talents, interests, potential, and learning 
difficulties of each student.
The teacher provides learning opportunities to students and encourages them to 
understand and use the information conveyed.
4 Educational 
learning 
activities
5 Development 
of potential 
students
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Continue… 
Number Competence Indicator
The teacher uses questions to find out understanding and maintaining 
student participation including providing open questions that require 
students to answer their ideas and knowledge.
The teacher pays attention and listens to all the questions and 
responses of the students without interrupting unless needed to help 
or clarify the question / response.
The teacher responds to students' questions accurately, correctly and 
up to date according to the learning objectives and curriculum content 
without embarrassing them.
The teacher presents learning activities that can foster good 
cooperation between students.
The teacher listens and gives attention to all the answers of the 
students both right and wrong to measure the level of understanding 
of the students.
The teacher gives attention to the questions of the students then the 
teacher responds in full and relevant to eliminate confusion in the 
students.
The teacher prepares an assessment tool that is suitable with the 
learning objectives to achieve certain competencies as written in the 
lesson plan
Teachers carry out assessments with various techniques and types of 
assessments in addition to formal assessments carried out by the 
school and announce the results and their implications to students 
about the level of understanding of learning material that has been and 
will be learned.
The teacher analyzes the results of the assessment to identify difficult 
basic topics / competencies so that the strengths and weaknesses of 
each student are known for remedial and enrichment needs.
The teacher makes use of input from students and reflects it to improve 
further learning and can prove it through notes, learning journals, and 
future learning designs.
Teachers appreciate and promote the principles of Pancasila as the 
basic ideology and ethics for all citizens of Indonesia.
The teacher develops cooperation and fosters togetherness with peers 
without paying attention to differences (for example: ethnicity, religion, 
gender).
Teachers respect and value peers in accordance with the conditions 
and the presence of each.
Teachers have a sense of unity and oneness as a nation of Indonesia.
The teacher has a broad view of the diversity of the Indonesian people 
(for example: culture, ethnicity, religion).
6 Communication with 
students
7 Assessment and 
evaluation
B. Personality
8 Acting in accordance 
with religious, legal, 
social and cultural 
norms of society
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Continue… 
Number Competence Indicator
Teachers behave decently in the talk, look and act against all learners, 
parents, and colleagues.
Teachers want to share their experiences with colleagues including 
inviting them to observe how to teach and provide input.
The teacher is able to manage learning which proves that the teacher is 
respected by students so that all students always pay attention to the 
teacher and actively participate in the learning process.
The teacher is mature in accepting input from students and providing 
opportunities for students to participate in the learning process.
The teacher behaves well to portray the good name of the school.
The teacher starts and ends learning in a timely manner.
If the teacher has to leave the classroom, the teacher activates the 
student by doing productive things related to the subject and asks the 
picket teacher or other teacher to supervise the class.
The teacher fulfills teaching hours and can do all other activities 
outside of teaching hours based on permission and approval from the 
school manager.
The teacher asks for permission and informs earlier by giving valid 
reasons and evidence if he does not attend the planned activities 
including the learning process in the class.
Teachers complete all administrative tasks and non-learning with on 
time according to prescribed standards.
Teachers take advantage of free time besides teaching for productive 
activities related to their duties.
The teacher contributes to the development of the school and has 
achievements that have a positive impact on the good name of the 
school.
The teacher feels proud of his profession as a teacher.
The teacher treats all students fairly, gives attention and assistance 
according to their individual needs regardless of personal factors.
Teachers maintain good relationships and care for peers and contribute 
positively to all formal and informal discussions related to their work.
Teachers often interact with students and do not limit their attention to 
only certain groups.
The teacher conveys information about the progress, difficulties and 
potential of students to their parents, both in formal and informal 
meetings between teachers and parents, colleagues and can show 
evidence.
Teachers play an active role in activities outside of learning held by 
schools and communities and can show evidence.
Teachers play an active role in activities outside of learning held by 
schools and communities and can show evidence of their participation
Communication with 
fellow teachers, 
education staff, 
parents, students, 
and the community
12
9 Mature and 
exemplary personal 
shows
10 Work ethic, high 
responsibility, pride 
in being a teacher
C. Social
11 Be inclusive, act 
objectively, and not 
discriminate
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Continue… 
Number Competence Indicator
Teachers pay attention to the school as part of the community, communicate with 
the surrounding community, and play a role in social activities in the community.
The teacher maps the standards of competency and basic competencies for the 
subjects he is able to identify learning materials that are considered difficult, 
conduct planning and implementation of learning, and estimate the time allocation 
needed.
The teacher includes the right and up-to-date information in the planning and 
implementation of learning.
The teacher prepares the material, planning and implementing learning which 
contains the right information, the latest, and that helps students to understand the 
concept of learning material.
The teacher carries out self-evaluation specifically, complete and supported by 
examples of self-experience.
The teacher has a learning journal, a record of input from peers or the results of the 
assessment of the learning process as evidence that illustrates its performance.
The teacher utilizes the evidence of his performance picture to develop the planning 
and implementation of subsequent learning in the program Pengembangan 
Keprofessian Berkelanjutan (PKB).
The teacher can apply the PKB  experience in planning, implementing, evaluating 
learning and following up.
The teacher conducts research, develops innovation works, follows scientific 
activities and is active in implementing PKB .
Teachers can utilize information technology in communication and implementation 
of the PKB .
Total 14 78
D. Professional
13 Mastery of 
material, structure, 
concepts and 
scientific mindset 
that supports the 
subjects taught
14 Develop 
professionalism 
through reflective 
action
 
The above table are the competencies and indicators that should be owned by 
professional teachers. in this study the researchers only limited pedagogic competencies 
because these competencies have appropriate indicators in the study that the researcher 
conscientiously such as the teacher must give equal attention and opportunity when 
giving lessons to all students including children with special needs. it is in accordance 
with the subject or discussion investigated by the researcher. 
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C. The Deafness 
1. Definition 
Deafness means an impairment that is so severe that the child is impaired in 
processing linguistic information through hearing, with or without amplification, that 
adverse affects a child’s education performance. Effendi (2008: 57) defines the 
deafness as the dysfunction of ear caused by damage in one or moree inner ear, 
middle ear, and outer ear because of illness, accident or another reason. 
a. Mild deafness, some difficulty following speech, mainly in noisy situation. 
b. Moderate deafness, difficulty following speech without a hearing. 
c. Severe deafness, use hearing aid and rely heavily on the lips reading might be use 
sign language. 
d. Profoundly deafness, usually born deaf or become deaf early on in life. Lips 
reading and may use sign language. Hearing aids are of little or not use languages 
are primarily learned through hearing them. Normal people learn to read a 
language that they can already speak, but deaf people do not have this advantage 
and deafness sometimes can lead to linguistic problems. 
2. Types of Deafness 
a. Conductive deafness 
Conductive deafness means that sounds cannot pass efficienly through the 
outer and middle ear to the cochlea and auditory nerve. One cause of conductive 
deafness happens when a child is born without an outer ear. The most common 
type of conductive deafness in children is a temporary condition called glue ear (or 
otitis media) a build-up of fluid in the middle ear. It affects about one in five 
preschool children at any time. For most children, glue ear clears up by itself and 
does not need treatment. For some children with long-term or severe glue ear, 
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hearing aids may be provided, or the child may be offered surgery to insert 
grommets into the ear-drums. Grommets are tiny plastic tubes that allow air to 
circulate in the middle ear and help to prevent fluid from the ear. 
b. Sensory-neural (or nerve) deafness 
Sensory-neural (or nerve) deafness means there is a fault in the inner ear 
(usually because the hair cellls in the cochlea are not working properly) or auditory 
(hearing) nerve. Sensor neural deafness is permanent. There are many reasons why 
a child can have sensory-neural deafness at birth or develop it early in life. There 
include genetic factors, complications at birth, premature birth, infections caught 
during pregnancy and childhood illness, such as measles, mumps or meningitis. 
c. Mixed deafness 
Children who have sensory-neural deafness can also have conductive deafness, 
such as glue ear. This is called mixed deafness. 
 
3. Levels of Deafness 
Deafness hearing level in dB (loudness) frequency is measured in hertz (Hz) or 
decibel (dB). The spesific levels as follow: 
1) Mild Hearing Loss 
The quietest sounds people with mild hearing loss can hear are between 25 and 
40 dB. This means they cannot hear sounds soft such as a ticking clock or dripping 
faucet. Although they can follow a one-on-one conversation, it can be difficult to 
catch every word in noisy environments. Fortunately, mild hearing loss can be 
rectified by using a hearing aid, which amplifies the low sounds and makes it easy 
to hear. 
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2) Moderate Hearing Loss 
On average, someone with moderate hearing loss cannot hear sounds that are 
less than 40-75 dB. People with moderate hearing loss may have difficulty 
understanding normal speech. One may be unable to hear the ringing of a doorbell 
or a telephone. Also, it can be difficult to follow or hear sounds during normal 
conversations. Depending on an individual’s hearing health, a moderate hearing 
loss can also be improved by using a hearing aid or middle ear implants. 
3) Severe Hearing Loss 
A person with severe hearing loss can have difficulty following a conversation 
without wearing a hearing aid. It is almost impossible to understand normal speech 
when one is not wearing a hearing aid. Although a hearing aid can be helpful, in 
most cases they are not that efficient in improving the ability of hearing. One of the 
treatments that can effectively rectify severe hearing loss is middle ear implants if 
appropriate or cochlear implants. 
4) Profound Hearing Loss 
This is the most significant and severe level of hearing loss. People suffering 
from this degree of hearing loss cannot hear sounds softer than 90-120 dB. For 
those suffering from profound hearing loss, using a hearing aid is most often 
ineffective. Profound hearing loss makes it difficult to even hear loud sounds, such 
as airplane engines or fire alarms. People with this degree of hearing loss cannot 
hear at all and usually rely on lip-reading, gesture or other visual cues. Some 
people will decide to use sign language. One of the best solutions to profound 
hearing loss is a cochlear implant, which can help an individual hear and 
understand speech after surgery and with rehabilitation. 
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4. The Sign Language of Hearing Impairment Students 
Sign language is the communication method used by hearing impaired (Ling, 
1989). According to Clark (1999), sign language is a communication method that uses 
symbols without using non - verbal communication. The symbols used may be the 
movement of other hands and limbs, facial expressions, pictures, symbols or signals 
that have a certain meaning and can be understood by both sides of the speaker and 
receiver. Deaf community in Indonesia uses two types of language to communicate. 
That is, Indonesian Sign Language System (SIBI) and Indonesian Sign Language 
(BISINDO). 
Here is the difference between SIBI and Bisindo. "Bisindo is a language that 
develops naturally in Indonesian deaf society, while SIBI is a way of presenting 
Indonesian spoken language into certain movements," said Adi Kusumo Baroto, Sign 
Language from the Laboratory Research Laboratory, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, 
University of Indonesia. According to Adi, Bisindo has a different grammar than the 
spoken language used by people in general. The grammatical difference covers all 
elements ranging from phonology, morphology, syntax, pragmatic and other 
elements. "Examples of other natural language signals are American Sign Language 
or ASL, as well as British Sign Language or BSL," Adi said. According to Adi, there 
are about 100 types of natural sign language that develop in the world of deaf people, 
one of which is Bisindo. 
Meanwhile, SIBI is not a natural language that develops in deaf community, but a 
system or way of representing Indonesian verbal grammar into artificial signals. SIBI 
has the same structure as Indonesian verbal grammar. Like the use of prefixes and 
suffixes. Bisindo already exists since Indonesia is not yet independent. Unfortunately, 
then the literature, research and study on Bisindo is minimal. This very minimal 
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reference makes BISINDO unpopular in the wider community including the 
government. "BISINDO is considered a primitive language," Adi said. Due to its 
absence to the surface, the government created its own language system called SIBI 
and certified its use in exceptional school and institute schools in 1994. 
Unfortunately, the creation of SIBI does not involve the deaf community. So SIBI 
is less widely accepted by deaf community. "A lot of vocabulary with content is 
getting signal. (movement) America, "Adi said. To date, the use of cue language in 
the deaf community is still fragmented. This is because SIBI is still used as the official 
medium of instruction in SLB. While the use of Bisindo which is more presented the 
purpose of the deaf community has not been applied in schools. 
 
        
Picture. 1     Picture. 2 
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5. Approach in Language Teaching for Hearing Impairment Students: 
a. A verbal auditory approach 
The auditory-verbal approach aims for deaf children to grow in a living and 
learning environment that enables them to become independent, participatory and 
contributive citizens in an inclusive society. The verbal auditory approach is based 
on the fundamental principle that the use of amplification allows children to learn 
to listen, process verbal language, and speak. Auditory verbal options are early 
intervention strategies, not principles that must be carried out in classroom 
teaching. The aim is to teach verbal auditory principles to parents who have deaf 
babies (Goldberg, 1997). The principles of verbal auditory practice are as follows: 
1) Trying to identify the deafness as early as possible early childhood. 
2) Providing the best medical treatment and sound amplification technology to 
deaf children as early as possible. 
3) Helping children understand the meaning of every sound they hear, and teaching 
their parents how to make every sound meaningful to their children throughout 
the day. 
4) Helping children learn to respond and use sound as is done by a normal-hearing 
child. 
5) Using children's parents as the main model for learning speech and oral 
communication. 
6) Trying to help children develop an inner auditory system. 
7) Understand how children with normal hearing develop sound, hearing, 
language, and understanding awareness, and use this knowledge to help deaf 
children learn new skills. 
8) Observe and evaluate child development in all fields. 
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9) Change training programs for children if new needs arise. 
10) Helping deaf children participate in educational and social activities together 
with children who are normal hearing by providing support to them in regular 
classes. 
b. Oral Auditory Approach 
The oral auditory approach is based on the fundamental assumption that 
acquiring competence in spoken language, both receptive and expressive, is a 
realistic goal for deaf children. Elements of an oral auditory approach that are very 
important to ensure success include: 
1) Parental involvement. 
2) Early intervention efforts that focus on education for parents to become 
effective communication partners. 
3) In-class efforts to support the involvement of deaf children in class activities. 
4) Proper amplification. Hearing aids are the main choice, but if they are not 
effective, using cochlear implants is a possible option. 
 
Teaching children to use the remaining hearing they still have to develop 
acquisition of spoken language is fundamental to the oral auditory approach. 
Children are taught listening skills which consist of four levels, namely detection, 
discrimination, identification, and sound understanding. Because the purpose of 
developing listening skills is to develop oral language competencies, the speech 
sounds are the main stimulus used in listening exercises. 
Teaching is carried out in two complementary stages, namely phonetic stages 
(developing skills to capture syllables separately) and phonological phases 
(developing skills in understanding words, phrases, and sentences). The main 
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advantage of this auditory-oral approach is that children are able to communicate 
directly with various kinds of individuals, which in turn can give children various 
possibilities for education, work, and social life. 
 
6. Method in Language Teaching for Hearing Impairment Students: 
The main limitation of deaf children is the delay in ability speak. In the learning 
process, the teacher needs to understand communication method that can be 
understood by deaf children. The method is the regular way that is used to implement 
a work to be achieved in accordance with the desired, systemic way of working to 
facilitate the implementation of an activity to achieve the specified goals. In 
connection with efforts to be able to understand the object being related science goals. 
The word "method" comes from the Latin language, a meaningful method, method or 
street. Etymologically, the term method comes from a meaningful Greek language 
namely street. This word consists of two syllables; metha and hodas which means a 
way which is passed to reach the goal. 
According to Arif Burhan, "The method shows in the processes, principles and 
procedures that we use to approach problems and looking for answers to the 
problem". There are kind of method in language teaching for hearing impairment 
students: 
a. Oral Method 
Oral method is a method through oral language. Stages on oral methods, namely: 
1) Formation and speaking exercises. 
2) Understanding speech. 
3) Hearing exercises. 
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b. Method of Reading Exams 
This method utilizes its vision to understand speech other people through the lips 
and mimic of the reader, namely by dealing with each other face with the other 
person. The disadvantage of this method is not all the pronunciation of the sounds 
of the language by orthiculatory organs can be seen by the interlocutor, for 
example bilabial (p, b, m) and dental (t, d, n). 
c. Manual method  
The manual method is a method that uses sign language and finger spelling. 
d. Total Communication 
Total communication is a method that applies various methods and communication 
media such as finger spelling, speech, reading utterance, amplification of sound 
hardening using a hearing aid, drawing, writing, and utilizing the rest of the 
hearing as needed and the ability of deaf individuals. 
 
7. The Strategy for Teaching Speaking English for Hearing Impairment Students 
In Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI) strategy is a careful plan of the 
activities to achieve specific goals. In the world of education is a decision to act on 
the teachers with the skills and educational resources available to achieve goals 
through effective linkages between environment and favorable conditions. Whereas 
according to Wina Sanjaya who quoted the views of J.R. David explained that in the 
world of education, strategy is defined as a plan, method, or series of designed 
activities to be a particular educational goal. Learning strategies for deaf children, 
namely: 
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a. Individualization strategy 
Individualization strategies are learning strategies by using a program tailored to 
individual differences in individual characteristics, needs and abilities. 
b. Cooperative Strategy 
Cooperative strategy is a learning strategy that emphasizes mutual assistance or 
mutual assistance in achieving learning goals. According to Johnson, D.W. & 
Johnson, in cooperative learning strategies there are four basic elements, namely: 
1) Positive interdependence 
2) Face-to-face interactions between students so that they can have dialogue with 
others. 
3) Individual accountability. 
4) Skills for interpersonal relationships. 
c. Behavior modification strategies 
Behavior modification strategy is a form of learning strategy that departs from a 
behavioral approach. This strategy aims to change student behavior in a more 
positive direction through conditioning and helping them to be more productive so 
that they become independent individuals. 
 
D. Speaking Assessment 
1. Definition 
Speaking in a classroom involves the interaction between teachers and students or 
among the students which depends on how classroom activities are organized. 
Compared with writing and reading skill (commonly assumed as written language, 
receptive skills), speaking has some distinctive characteristics. In speaking, speakers 
do not typically speak complete sentences, use less specific vocabulary than in written 
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language. They also use syntax in a loosely organized manner and make frequent use 
of discourse markers (e.g. uh, well, ok, etc.) (Brown and Yule: 1983). In addition, 
speaking varies depending on the age, gender and dialect of the speakers. Speaking 
assessment varies in some models depending on the learners’ proficiency as Brown 
(2004:141) stated that there are some basic types of speaking in the following 
taxonomy : 
a. Imitative. At one end of a continuum of types of speaking performance is the 
ability to simply parrot back (imitate) a word or phrase or possible a sentence. 
While this a purely phonetic level of oral production, a number of prosodic, 
lexical, and grammatical properties of language may be included in the criterion 
performance. 
b. Intensive. A second type of speaking frequently employed in assessment context is 
the production of short stretches of oral language designed to demonstrate 
competence in a narrow band of grammatical, phrasal, lexical, or phonological 
relationships. 
c. Responsive. Responsive assessment tasks include interaction and test 
comprehension but at the somewhat limited level of very shorts conversations, 
standard greetings and small talk, simple requests and comments, and the like. 
d. Interactive. The difference between responsive and interactive speaking is in the 
length and complexity of the interaction, which sometimes includes multiple 
exchanges and/or multiple participants. Interaction can take the two forms of 
transactional language, which has the purpose of exchanging specific information 
or interpersonal exchanges which have the purpose of maintaining social 
relationship. 
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e. Extensive (monologue). Extensive oral production tasks include speeches, oral 
representations, and storytelling, during which the opportunity for oral interaction 
from listeners is either highly limited (perhaps to non-verbal responses) or ruled 
out together. 
2. Some Steps in Assessing Speaking 
a. Identifying the purposes of speaking assessment 
Speaking test is intended for some purposes such as measuring one’s oral 
competence when he wants to attend a certain level of language training requiring 
oral proficiency. In English course, English conversation becomes one of the 
major programs offered which varies in some levels starting from the beginners 
until advanced or post advanced level. When one wants to attend such a program, 
he has to pass an oral proficiency test which is usually conducted in the form of 
interview. 
The result is used to place him into a certain level of conversation class. 
Another example could be seen when one in a certain level of any language class 
intends to move into the higher level, he also has to pass the same test. O’Malley 
and Pierce (1996:63) explains three main purposes of speaking assessment as 
follows: 
1) For initial identification and placements of the students in need of a language 
based program. 
2) For movement from one level to another program within a given program. 
3) For placement out of an ESL/bilingual program in to a grade-level classroom. 
Among the three purposes above, there is no specific purpose of speaking 
assessment in the classroom. The assessment is rarely conducted by teachers either to 
diagnose the student’s progress in oral proficiency or to design instructional planning. 
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This happens because they probably don’t receive any training on how to conduct 
speaking assessment in the classroom. They think that assessing speaking is not as 
important as reading and writing. 
Analyzing learners’ needs is a crucial effort in identifying the purposes of 
speaking assessment. Conducting surveys or interviews is also helpful in determining 
the learner’ needs (Richards:1983). When the purposes of speaking assessment based 
on the learners’ needs and individual language assessment profiles are combined, this 
helps teachers to produce and elicit appropriate instructional goals, objectives and 
assessment activities. 
b. Planning Speaking Assessment 
Creating a direct link between instruction and assessment in identifying the 
purposes of speaking assessment will be helpful in planning the assessment. O’Malley 
and Pierce (1996:59) state that there are several steps regarding planning in speaking 
assessment: 
1) Identifying instructional activities or tasks 
This is actually the most crucial part when we want to plan speaking 
assessment. Assessment and instruction are integrated parts in classroom 
activities. On this matter, teachers should be able to determine the conditions 
when they have to assess the students’ speaking performance individually or in 
group. The teachers should also select the proper techniques and tasks referring to 
the type of assessment (individual, pairing or group). 
2) Outlining the major instructional goals or learning outcomes and matching these 
to learning activities and performance tasks. 
Teachers must previously set up the general objectives of their speaking 
instruction which then be developed into the specific ones. This will be a point of 
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departure for the teachers to select the proper materials, techniques, tasks in 
teaching leading to its assessment. 
3) Deciding whether or not to make an audio or video recording of student’s 
performance. 
Brown and Yule (1983) suggest that a tape for each student be used if oral 
language is an essential part of instruction. They also suggest that students be 
recorded conducting different types of tasks, such as describing a picture or event, 
telling a story, or expressing an opinion. By assessing different kinds of 
performances the teacher gets valuable feedback on student needs and is able to 
focus instructional goals accordingly. 
4) Deciding how often to collect information. 
Teacher whose purpose is to monitor student’s progress will need to collect 
information more often than those whose purpose is for reclassification decisions, 
which may require assessment only twice a year. Teachers who wish to monitor 
student’s progress should plan to incorporate assessment into their instruction 
regularly so that a small amount of information is collected on individual students 
periodically over time and across variety of oral language tasks. 
5) Deciding when and how to provide learners with feedback. 
The feedback has more meaning and perhaps makes more impact. The 
feedback can be best provided verbally in a mini-conference with the student but 
can also be provided by ratings on a scoring rubric with annotated comments that 
help the student in preparing for the next oral performance. The comments can be 
written on an individual student rating form and distributed after the performance 
is observed. 
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c. Designing Speaking Test Rubrics 
Among the other skills, speaking is regarded as the most difficult to score, 
administer and prepare. One of the reasons is that it is difficult to determine what 
criteria to choose in evaluating the oral communication. In assessing speaking there 
are some components which are usually tested; pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, 
fluency, listening comprehension, appropriateness, etc. 
Besides the above components that have to be taken into consideration 
when assessing speaking, the examiner has also to think of the amount of students to 
be tested individually and the problems of objectivity. As teachers of English, we 
often come across students who can speak effectively and fluently without ever 
shifting tense or worrying about grammar. We also come across other students who 
are so intent on accuracy that their speech is full of hesitation false starts and self-
correction. Besides the above elements of speaking that have to be put into 
consideration, we are also concerned with how to get students to speak and how to 
evaluate so many things at once. On top of that there is also a practical problem of 
testing each student individually. 
Assessing speaking should be based on the given materials of instruction referring 
to the goals and objectives of instruction. When it has already been conducted, based 
on the students’ performance, teachers can revise assessment tasks and standards as 
well as instructional objectives and activities that should meet learners’ needs. 
O’Malley and Pierce (1996:59) state that the followings are several steps for 
developing rubric or scoring procedure : 
1) Establish criterion levels of speaking proficiency based on the goals and 
objectives of the classroom instruction before using instructional activities for 
assessment. 
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2) Operationalize these criteria based on actual student performance. 
3) Set criterion levels of performance by designing a scoring rubric and rating scale 
or checklist. 
 
Begin by using a model rubric or scale; revise it to reflect your instructional 
objectives and then ask colleagues for feedback. Check the dimensions or aspects of 
oral language that you want to assess. These might be typically include 
communicative effect or general comprehensibility, grammar and pronunciation. If 
overall communicative effect is more important than communication, then it should 
be given more importance in the rubric. Share your rubric with the students, and get 
their input on it. Revise the rubric until both you and the students agree on what it 
means and how it looks in terms of students performance. 
Brown and Yule (1983) suggest rating procedures that describe essential elements 
of effective communication; these can become the highest level of performance, with 
less effective performance listed at lower levels on the rating scale. Gonzales Pino 
(1988) reminds us that the dimensions or features of oral language to be assessed 
depend on the level of proficiency of the class and instructional goals. For example, 
beginners can be rated for overall communicative effect, with vocabulary and 
grammar being slightly less important and pronunciation and fluency being least 
important. Wherever possible, rubrics should highlight what students can do rather 
than what they cannot do. Of course at lower levels of proficiency, what students can 
do with oral language will be limited. 
When you use a holistic scale, you may discover that the students do not always 
fit neatly into one category into another. If scoring holistically, you need only about 
three to six levels of performance; you do not want to use more levels than you need. 
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Meanwhile, analytic rating scales which are complicated and time consuming to use, 
are the most effective ways for diagnosing the communicating information, such as 
student’s strength and needs. You may want to save these for making placement 
decisions. Underhill (1987) suggest a balanced approach to using holistic and analytic 
rating scales, as in assessing for communicative effect or grammatical accuracy (see 
table 2 and 3). As a comparison of assessments, the researcher displays speaking 
assessment which can be seen in (table 4). 
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Table 2: Holistic Oral Language Scoring Rubrics (Underhill: 1987) 
Rating Description 
6 
- Communicates competently in social and classroom settings 
- Speaks fluently 
- Masters a variety of grammatical structures 
- Uses extensive vocabulary but may lag behind native-speaking peers 
- Understands classroom discussion without difficulty 
5 
- Speaks in social and classroom settings with sustained and connected discourse; 
any 
errors do not interfere with meaning 
- Speaks with near native fluency ; any hesitations do not interfere with 
communication 
- Uses a variety of structures with occasional grammatical errors 
- Used varied vocabulary 
- Understands simple sentences in sustained conversation ; requires repetition 
- Understand most spoken language including classroom discussion 
4 
- Initiates and sustains a conversation with descriptors and details; exhibit self 
confidence in social situations; begin to communicate in classroom settings 
- Speaks with occasional hesitation 
- Uses some complex sentences; applies rules of grammar but lacks control of 
irregular 
forms (e.g., runned, mans, not never, more higher) 
- Uses adequate vocabulary ; some words usage irregularities 
- Understand classrooms discussions with repetition, rephrasing, and clarification 
3 
- Begins to initiate conversation; retells a story or experience; asks and responds to 
simple questions 
- Speaks hesitantly because of rephrasing and searching for words 
- Uses predominantly present tense verbs; demonstrate errors of omission (leave 
words 
out, word endings off) 
- Uses limited vocabulary 
- Understands simple sentences in sustained conversation; requires repetition 
2 
- Begins to communicate personal and survival needs 
- Speaks in single-word utterances and short patterns 
- Uses functional vocabulary 
- Understands words and phrases; requires repetitions 
1 
- Begins to name concrete objects 
- Repeats words and phrases 
- Understands little or no English 
Adapted from a rating scale developed by ESL teachers Portfolio Assessment Group (Grades 1-12), Fairfax County 
Public Schools, Virginia. 
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Table 3: Analytic Oral Language Scoring Rubric (Underhill: 1987) 
Focus/ 
Rating 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Speaking 
Begins to 
name 
concrete 
objects 
Begins to 
communicate 
personal and 
survival 
needs 
Begins to 
initiate 
conversation; 
retells a story 
or experience; 
asks and 
responds to 
simple 
questions 
Initiates and 
sustains a 
conversation 
with descriptors 
and details; 
exhibit self-
confidence in 
social 
situations; 
begin to 
communicate in 
classroom 
settings 
Speaks in 
social and 
classroom 
settings with 
sustained and 
connected 
discourse; any 
errors do not 
interfere with 
meaning 
Communicate 
s competently 
in social and 
classroom 
settings 
Fluency 
Repeats 
words 
and 
phrases 
Speaks in 
single-word 
utterances and 
short patterns 
Speaks 
hesitantly 
because of 
rephrasing 
and searching 
for words 
Speaks with 
occasional 
hesitation 
Speaks with 
near native 
fluency ; any 
hesitations do 
not interfere 
with 
communication 
Speaks 
fluently 
Structure  
 
Uses 
predominantly 
present tense 
verbs; 
demonstrate 
errors of 
omission 
(leave words 
out, word 
endings off) 
Uses some 
complex 
sentences; 
applies rules of 
grammar but 
lacks control of 
irregular forms 
(e.g., runned, 
mans, not never, 
more higher) 
Uses a variety 
of structures 
with occasional 
grammatical 
errors 
Masters a 
variety of 
grammatical 
structures 
Vocabulary 
 
Uses 
functional 
vocabulary 
Uses limited 
vocabulary 
Uses adequate 
vocabulary ; 
some words 
usage 
irregularities 
Used varied 
vocabulary 
Uses 
extensive 
vocabulary 
but may lag 
behind native 
speaking 
peers 
Listening 
Understands 
little or 
no English 
Understands 
words and 
phrases; 
requires 
repetitions 
Understands 
simple 
sentences in 
sustained 
conversation; 
requires 
repetition 
Understand 
classrooms 
discussions with 
repetition, 
rephrasing, and 
clarification 
Understand 
most spoken 
language 
including 
classroom 
discussion 
Understands 
classroom 
discussion 
without 
difficulty 
Adapted from a rating scale developed by ESL teachers Portfolio Assessment Group (Grades 1-12), Fairfax County 
Public Schools, Virginia. 
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Table 4: Speaking Assessment Rubric by the English Teacher of SLB-B YAAT 
Klaten 
 
d. Setting Standards 
When you have established rubric and rating procedures. Then you have to set 
the standards of oral language performance. Setting standard will enable teachers 
to classify the students into certain level of oral proficiency. From the rubric and 
rating scale describe above, it is said that when the students gain scale rate 5 or 6 , 
it means that they have high level of oral proficiency. 
 
3. Selecting activities of speaking assessment 
There are a lot of activities we could carry out when assessing speaking starting 
from the simple activities until the complex ones. Below is some of the activities 
which are commonly selected by teachers when assessing speaking in the classroom: 
a. Interview 
Teacher and student gather in face to face exchange and proceed through a 
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protocol questions and directives. The interview, which may be tape-recorded for 
re-listening, is then scored on one or more parameters such as 
accuracy/pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, task accomplishment, 
comprehension, etc. 
b. Picture Cued-Tasks 
One of the more popular ways to elicit oral language performance is a picturecued 
stimulus that requires a description from the test taker, in the classroom, teacher. 
Pictures may be very simple, designed to elicit a word or a phrase, somewhat 
more elaborate and busy , or composed of a series that tells a story or incident. 
c. Paraphrasing 
This is a combination between speaking and listening. Students listen to a story, 
text read by teacher or from the tape recorder, and then the students retell or 
paraphrase the story or text. 
d. Role Play 
Techniques in role play are proved to be effective in assessing speaking in the 
classroom. These activities are authentic because they involve language use in 
contexts. As an assessment device, a role play opens some windows of 
opportunities for the students to use discourse that might otherwise be difficult to 
elicit. 
e. Games 
This is a type of speaking assessment device which is informal and brings the 
students in relaxed and enjoyable situation during the test. 
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f. Oral Presentation 
For oral presentations, a checklist or grid is a common means of scoring or 
evaluation. Holistic scores are tempting to use for their apparent practicality, but 
they may obscure the variability of performance across several sub categories. 
g. Debates 
Debate can present the opportunities for students to engage in using extended 
chunks of language for a purpose; to convincingly defend one side of an issue. A 
debate is a type of role-play where students are asked to take sides on an issue and 
defend their positions.  
 
E. The Concept of Teaching 
Brown, (1994:7) states that “teaching is showing or helping someone to learn how to 
do  something, giving instruction, guiding in the study of something, providing the 
knowledge, causing to know or understand”. Teaching cannot be defined apart from 
learning. Arends (2001:56) states teaching as process of attempting to provide growth in 
students. Teaching means giving some knowledge or instructing or training. Language 
teaching is describe broadly as creating situation that promote second or foreign language 
use and learning. It also included an attractive process between the teacher and the 
student or group of the students to get knowledge skill or attitude what they are learning. 
Teaching can also be regarded as an interpersonal activity, since teachers interact with 
one or more students. The interaction can be bi-directional which means teachers 
influence students and students influence teachers. This in line with Howard (in Daryanto, 
2010:159) who states that teaching is an activity trying to help, to guide someone to get, 
to change or improve skill, attitude ideal and knowledge. Ellis and Johnson (1994: 115) 
states that teaching implies education: the passing of knowledge, but also of right and 
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wrong way of doing things. From the statement, teaching is also known as reciprocal 
interaction. In additional, teaching is intentional, as when teacher teach, they do so on 
purpose. From the idea above, it can be concluded that teaching is some activities that 
give instruction for helping students to learn something (knowledge or skill). 
 
F. The Concept of Speaking 
Harmer (2007:284) states speaking is the ability to speak fluently and presupposes not 
only knowledge of language features, but also the ability to process information and 
language ‘on the spot’ while Quianthy (1990:7) defines speaking as the process of 
transmitting ideas and information orally in variety of situations. Nunan (in Kayi, 2006:1) 
defines speaking as the use of language quickly and confidently with few unnatural 
pauses, which is called as fluency. Speaking is the process of building and sharing 
meaning through the use of verbal and nonverbal symbols, in a variety of contexts. 
(Chaney, 1998:13). 
 
G. The Concept of Teaching Speaking 
We know that English is a foreign language in Indonesia. Therefore there are some 
principles that teacher should comprehend to make students easier to learn English. 
According to Finocchiaro (1974:18) there are a handful of principles in teaching language 
through speaking to the students as follow: 
1. Language items should be taught to the students in situations which will clarify their 
meaning. The essential features of sound, structure, words, and the arrangements of 
these in the utterances of language used should be given clearly. 
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2. Good pronunciation should be showed to the students correctly, so that they can 
differentiate each word and the meaning well when they produce the language in their 
speaking. 
3. In addition to the sound system, learners must be taught the structure system of the 
language. It can be applied by giving numerous examples; learners must be given 
comprehension into word order, inflection, derivation, and into the other meaningful 
features in English. For instance the teacher can give some sentences that use the 
same root by using different pattern, and then the students are expected to be curious 
about the meaning which can be finding by observing, asking, and finally they will be 
getting the answer by themselves. 
4. The essential of language learning through speaking is improving the ability to ask, 
answer questions, make statements and response appropriately. Speaking is different 
with writing, so the way to response the question will be different too. Finocchiaro 
(1974:20) states that the way to response a question in speaking is usually simple 
while writing is using a complete and correct order sentence to response a question. 
5. Confirming comprehension of the students. It can be solved by using some steps to 
teach speaking. First, select the material for intensive “active” presentation. It aims to 
make students interest to participate in speaking class enthusiastically. Second, grade 
it according to its complexity. Giving the material from the easiest to the difficult one. 
Good arrangement is always making students easier to understand. Third, order it 
according criteria of frequency of use. Fourth, arrange the model utterances in a way 
which will permit students to observe the repetitive features so that the principal rule 
can be understood. 
6. Learning speaking is not similar with writing. Therefore learn and practice the 
language through speaking also will be different. In spoken language, we do not only 
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need the competence to master and understand the language, we also need to learn 
culture, gestures, and the expressions which give added meaning to the words or 
sentences. An intonation pattern can also show the feeling of the speaker. It may 
express some kinds of expression, like as show the anger, happiness, sadness, and etc. 
 
H. The Concept of SLB (Sekolah Luar Biasa) 
According to article 15 of the Law on the National Education System of 2003, 
education consists of several types, namely general, vocational, academic, professional, 
vocational, and religious and special education. Special Education is education for 
students who have difficulty in following the learning process because of physical, 
emotional, mental, intellectual, social, and / or special intelligence and talent potential 
(National Education System Law 2003). 
Carrying out physical and / or mental disorders and / or behavioral disorders. In 
general, people with physical or mental disorders get education services at Special 
Schools. Special Schools (SLB) are special schools for school-age children who have 
"special needs". According to the 1993 National Education System Implementation 
Guidelines, SLB education institutions are educational institutions that aim to help 
students with physical and mental, behavioral and social abnormalities in order to be able 
to develop attitudes, knowledge and skills as individuals and community members in 
making reciprocal relationships with the surrounding social, cultural and natural 
environment and can develop skills in the world of work or follow further education. 
The SLB unit is also called a segregation system which is a school that is managed 
based on the type of disability but consists of several levels. The education unit for 
children with special needs starts from the TKLB, SDLB to SMALB levels. Whereas the 
type of Special Education includes: SLB-A for the blind students, SLB-B for Deaf 
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students, SLB-C for students with visual impairment, SLB-D for Tunadaksa students, 
SLB-E for students with Tuna Laras, and SLB-G for Tuna Ganda students. There is also 
a special SLB for Autistic children. But in Indonesia, SLB consists of various special 
needs. 
The responsibility for the success of the education of children with special needs in 
schools is in the hands of educators, namely SLB teachers. Special Education Teachers 
in addition to teaching, they also play a role in helping the development of their students. 
In addition SLB Teachers are required to have high patience, good physical and mental 
health at work. The important thing is that they must have good performance and have 
basic competencies as Special Education teachers. 
According to Ineupuspita (2008), the competencies must be possessed by special 
education teachers, including; (1) general ability (general ability), (2) basic ability (basic 
abilities), and (3) special ability (specific ability). General ability is the ability needed to 
educate students in general (normal children), the basic ability is the ability needed to 
educate students with special needs, while special abilities are the abilities needed to 
educate students with special types of special needs. 
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I. Previous Study 
The researcher presents the previous study dealing with the topic. The first thesis from 
Marizkia Ridhianah (2012), “ Strategies of Teaching English Grammar for Students with 
Hearing Impairment at SMPLB Ma’arif Lamongan”. The aim of this research is to know 
what are the problems faced by the teacher for teaching English grammar in order to help 
the students, especially students with special ability (hearing impaired students) develop 
and improve their English grammar knowledge. Teaching strategies applied by teacher in 
English grammar to students with hearing impairment were deductive strategy and 
inductive strategy which combined with individual strategy and cooperative strategy 
included in (even individual and cooperative strategies applied by the teacher did not 
constructed independently). 
The second title from Uri Respati (2011), “ A Study on Articulation Problem of the 
Seventh Grade of Hearing-Speech Defective Students of SLB Negeri 3 Yogyakarta”. 
This research aimed to investigate the articulation problems faced by the seventh grade 
hearing-speech defective students of SLBN 3 Yogyakarta. She observed misarticulation 
phenomena. The collected data showed that each of the hearing-speech defective 
students experienced different articulation problems. The researcher found four types of 
misarticulation namely omission, sound addition, substitution and distortion. 
Another research had been done by Dyah Novitasari (1997), “Dictation as an 
Alternative Technique to Teach English to Deaf Children in a Vocational Class at SLB/B 
Dena Upakara”. The aims of this research is to know students responses of the deaf 
children in a vocational class at SLB Dena Upakara toward teaching and learning process 
by using dictation as an alternative technique. She was found that the dictation technique 
was effectie and significant to teach English to deaf student in deaf student in the third 
grade of a vocational class at SLB Dena Upakara. 
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The differences between the researcher’s thesis and the thesis above are the problem 
statement and the findings. The researcher used descriptive qualitative method to answer 
the question about strategy in teaching speaking English toward the hard of hearing 
students. This study is absolutely different from the researcher’s research, since the 
researcher’s research focused on investigating the strategies of teaching speaking English 
to hard of hearing students used by English language teacher in Indonesia especially in 
SLB-B YAAT Klaten, the difficulties encountered bt the teacher while using those 
strategies to teach speaking English lesson, and the problem faced by the teacher in 
teaching speaking English to the hard of hearing students. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Type of Research 
This research genre is basically descriptive research, because the research describes 
about the strategy in teaching speaking English toward the hard of hearing students. The 
research clasifies the theory that undercover the research and then going through the 
documentation, interview and observation to prove it. Moleong (2005: 6) states that the 
descriptive data are collected in the form of word or pictures instead of number in 
qualitative method, researcher interact with people in natural setting because researchers 
try to get deeply involved in the world of people being studied. 
The researcher as the observer had no specific interaction with the subject of the 
research than just finding the data from the observation and interview. So, all the data 
was naturally what the researcher found in the field. This research explained the 
phenomena of the object and described the answer of all research questions. The research 
start this study with observation, writing the research proposal, developing research 
instrument, conducting seminar proposal, collecting data, discussing the data analysis, 
and the last activity that is writing the research report. 
 
B. Setting of the Study 
1. Setting of Place 
This study chooses SLB-B YAAT Klaten as the setting to do the research, especially 
the eighth grade students. This school is located at Bendogantungan village RT 
02/07, Sumberejo, Klaten Selatan, Klaten. 
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2. Setting of Time 
The interview to the teacher was conducted by the researrcher on 06 August 2018 
and the researcher did pre-research on 25 September 2018. 
  
C. Subject of the Study 
Subject is a thing or person where the data for the variables attached and in question 
(Arikunto, 1990: 116). The subjects of the research were the English teacher, he is Mr. X 
and the eighth grade class of this school which consist of 4 students with hearing 
impairment in a class. The object of this study only focuses on what the challenges faced 
by the English teacher and the strategy that applied by the teacher on teaching speaking 
English to the hearing imparment students at the eighth grade of SLB-B YAAT Klaten. 
 
D. Data Source 
The data in this research are information about the strategy in teaching learning 
English especially in speaking skill for hearing impairment students. The information is 
the description of the strategy in teaching and learning process of speaking English at 
SLB-B YAAT Klaten and the result of interview with the teacher. The form of data was 
information in word deriving from observation and interview notes that was accumulated 
from the English teaching learning process at SLB-B YAAT Klaten. These are three 
sources of the data. 
1. Event: The teaching English especially in speaking skill on natural setting. Natural 
setting means the researcher doing observation in the class during teaching and 
learning of speaking English happened at the eighth grade of SLB-B YAAT Klaten. 
2. Informant: The only one English teacher who teaches English lessons in SLB-B 
YAAT Klaten and the students in eighth class which consist of four students with 
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hearing impairment. The teacher that was chosen was the English teacher in eighth 
grade. The researcher found the challenges faced by the teacher and the strategies that 
used by the English teacher by doing observation in the class during teaching and 
learning process. 
3. Documents: the syllabus, the data administration in this school, videos and photos of 
teaching learning process in the class, the interview record with the English teacher 
which add and enrich the data in teaching English at SLB-B YAAT Klaten. 
 
E. Instrument of Study 
This research is qualitative research because the research dealing with the phenomena 
of the people in society, which is needed instrument to complete this study. The 
instrument of this study is the researcher herself because it is a descriptive qualitative 
research. The researcher during the entire process of the research takes roles as a 
designer, dat collector, analyst, data interpreter, and result reporter of the research 
(Moleong, 2002: 121). From the explanation above, it means that the researcher has a big 
role in the research because she is as a data collector, analyst, data intrepreter, and result 
reporter of the research. 
 
F. Data Collecting Techniques 
Collecting data was crucial work in this research. In order to get relevant and needed 
data, the reseacher used these techniques: 
1. Observation 
This study used ‘passive participation observation’. Participative observation 
produces completer and sharper data, until knowing the meaning of the data from the 
subjects’ behavior and action. Then in this study, the researcher uses passive 
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perticipation observation; the researcher comes to the place of the subjects of the 
research, but does not involved into their activities, in other word, just observe them 
(Sugiyono, 2012:64). And the objects of the research are place and activity 
(Sugiyono, 2012:68). 
In this study the researcher observed the process of teaching speaking English and 
what are the problem faced by the teacher in the process of teaching speaking English 
to the hard of hearing student in SLB-B YAAT Klaten.  
2. Interview 
Interview is a technique in collecting the data by make conversation between 
interviewer and interviewee to achieve a specific goal. This research used 
‘unstructured and open interview’ (Moleong, 2011:189). Open interview is the kind of 
interview that the subject of the research knows that she or he is interviewed and she 
knows the tendencies of the interview. Then, unstructure interview is free interview 
that the researcher does not use interview guideline which is arranged systematically 
to collect the data. Interview guideline which is used in only common topic of 
research problem which asked by the interviewer. It is usually used to investigate 
deeply about the subject of the research (Sugiyono, 2012: 74). 
The questions in this interview are about experience and behavior, which focus to 
describe experience, action, and activity of the subject of the research. Then, with 
interview guideline, personal interview with the teacher was conducted to collect data 
about how is the strategy of teaching speaking English and what are the problems 
faced by the teacher in the process of teaching speaking English to the hard of hearing 
students. 
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G. Data Analysis Techniques 
According to Sutopo (2002: 95), the process of data analysis in this research are: 
1. Collecting Data 
The first step of data analysis was collecting the data. In this research the 
researcher used interview and observation to collect the data. In this step the 
researcher found the data as much as possible then described it completely. After our 
field data is examined, the next process is coding. 
2. Data Reduction 
After getting the data by all above instruments, the next step was data reduction, 
this step is to conclude, choose the main and appropriate data or information 
described and abandons the data which is inapropriate to the research problems. These 
were the main topic that been the overview to do data reduction: 
a. For interview, the researcher needs all information about the process of teaching 
speaking English to the hard of hearing students, what the problem faced by the 
teacher in teaching speaking English and all information which still related to the 
background and issue of the study. 
b. Observation, in this process the researcher must select, simplify, and abstract the 
data in the field note. The written field note was done during the research activities. 
In observation the data needed are: how the teachers’ strategies to teach speaking 
English lesson to hard of hearing students, what the problem faced by the teacher 
in teaching speaking English, teachers’ strategies to solve those problems at SLB-B 
YAAT Klaten, and the kind of communication used in the process of teaching and 
learning (e.g. sign language or lip reading). 
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3. Presenting Data 
The next step is presenting the data. After collecting and reducing the data, the 
researcher displayed the collective data in organized and compressed information that 
leads to conclusion. The form of the data can be used to support the presented data. 
4. Drawing conclusion 
The last activity in data analysis was drawing conclusion. After the researcher 
collected all the data, the researcher made a conclusion based on the data reduction 
and data presentation. The researcher describes and interprets the data so that the 
conclusions of teaching speaking English to the hard of hearing students can be 
drawn. 
 
H. Trustworthiness 
Validity of the data is an important concept that is updated from the concept of 
validity and reability according to the version of positivism and adapted to the demans of 
the knowledge, the criteria, and the paradigm itself (Moleong, 1988: 320). Triangulation 
is a technique that utilized the data validity checking something else, outside the data for 
checking purposes or as a comparison against the data. Denzin in Moleong (1988) 
distinguishes four types of triangulation as examination technique that explore the use of 
data, method, investigator, and theory. There are: 
1. Data Triangulation 
Data triangulation means compare and check the sources behind the degree of 
confidence in the information obtained through time and different tools in qualitative 
research (Patton in Moleong: 330). It can be achieve by comparing the observed data 
with the interview data, comparing what people say in public what he says 
personality, to compare what people are saying about the research situation with what 
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he said all the time, and to compare the results of interviews with the content of a 
document (Moleong: 331). 
2. Method Triangulation 
On the triangulation method, there are two strategy namely, checking the degree of 
confidence the discovery of some of the research techniques of the data collection and 
checking the degree of confidence of data sources with the same method (Moleong: 
331). 
3. Investigator triangulation 
Investigator triangulation is by utilizing others researchers for the purpose of re-
checking degree of confidence of the data. 
4. Theory Triangulation 
Theory triangulation is done by the researcher by using perspective more than one 
theory in discussing the matter of the research. From some perspective theories will 
be found deeper point of view. 
In this case, the researcher uses source triangulation and method triangulation. 
Source triangulation means to compare and to recheck the validation of information 
which is the time and the tool collection is different. In other word, sources 
triangulation is purposed to compare the data come from the subject and informant 
research. 
Triangulation method means that in checking the data validation of a problem, 
researcher has to compare some method of collecting data (observation and interview) 
in order that the data collection is in the same place or portion. If there is a difference 
of data validation, researcher has to find out and to look for the caution why the data 
is different, then the researcher must reconfirm to the subject and informant research. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. The Research Finding  
In this chapter, the research finding is presented as the answer to the study 
problems. The data which have been obtained in the field are reported based on three 
activities. Ther are the observation of the classroom, the interview with infromant, and the 
analysis of the documents. 
1. The Challenges Faced By The Teacher In Teaching Speaking English To The 
Hearing Impairment Students In SLB-B YAAT Klaten 
There are always problems or challenges in teaching and learning processs. It 
also occurs in teaching Englissh to the hard of hearing students in this school. Based 
on the result of the observation and interviews with the English teacher of Eighth 
Grade students in SLB-B YAAT Klaten, there are many factors that the problem in 
teaching English. There are some problems or challenges faced by the English 
teacher: 
a. Problems of the Teacher 
1) The problem that iss faced by the teacher is the problem of English language 
especially about the use of sign  language. He does not understand  well about 
sign language, because the teaccher background comes from Bachelor Degree 
in English Language Education. 
2) The second problem is the use of voacbulary and translation. Sometimes 
teacher has difficulties when the teachers have new topic by using new 
vocabulari because the students vocabularies is limited. Without dictionary the 
students cannot understand the meaning of words. 
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3) The third problem is when the teacher teach pronunciation that usually wrong 
when the students say a word or sentence. Hard of hearing students may or 
may not have difficulty in producing normal specch or others. The difficulty in 
sounding out a word, soundd by sound for example difficulty to say k-a-t for 
cat. 
4) The fourth problem is different capability in receiving material. Each studentss 
hass different capability in vocabulary. Ssome of students learn the material 
easily and the learn it with ssome difficulties. This situation made the 
teaching-learning process does not run well. For example, when the teacher 
explained material to the students, some of the slow did not understand what 
the material which explained by the teacher, but the fast learner of the students 
could understand it. 
Informant: 
-Permasalahannya banyak mbak, contohnya bahasa isyarat karena 
saya dulu bukan dari jurusan PLB jadi sedikit demi sedikit belajar 
agar mudah berinteraksi dengan anak-anak. Anak-anak juga berbeda 
satu dengan yang lain dalam penerimaan materi yang saya sampaikan. 
Terus penjelasan jika pindah ke materi yang baru, anak-anak ini 
penguasaannya atau pembendahraan katanya minim sekali kadang 
juga saya kasih PR. Jadi harus ditekankan padda vocabularynya. 
Kalau perlu saya gambar langsung dipapan tulis agar mereka paham, 
mereka juga saya suruh membawa kamus setiap pelajaran. (Interview 
with the teacher on March 12th, 2019). 
Problem in teaching have to be solved immediately. To solve this problem, 
the teacher to learn sign language day by day. The tecaher asked the studentss to 
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bring their dictionary in every meeting. After the class, the teacher does not forget 
to give them a homework, so they can learn with their parents and have more 
vocabulary in their mind. 
b. Problem at the School 
The interview have been done by the research to the head master was 
conducted on March 19th 2019. The problem at the school is financial problem 
with affect the lack of facilities. As follows: 
1) Lack of LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) 
2) Lack of Computer 
Informant: 
-Disini keadaanya ya begini mbak, memang keterbatasan media 
seperti LCD, komputer, atau speaker itu menjadi hambatan ketika 
proses KBM berlangsung. Saya berusahan memberikan terbaik untuk 
sekolahan ini mbak, saya mencoba memberikan pemahaman dan 
pengerian kepada guru-guru disekolah ini secara bergantian 
menggunakan media yang ada. Saya juga mencoba menyerahkan 
proposal kepada pemerintah daerah dan pusat untuk pembangunan 
infrastruktur sekolah dan alat penunjang lainnya. (Interview with the 
teacher on March 12th, 2019). 
The head master stated that she tries to solve those problems she make a 
proposal to the goverment. The headmaster expected with the relief fund, it can 
hide from financial problem which affect the lack of facilities. So the teaching 
learning process will be better than before. 
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2. The Strategies Applied By The Teacher In Teaching Speaking English To The 
Hearing Impairment Students In SLB-B YAAT Klaten 
The process of teaching English to the hearing impairment students have been 
observed. The teacher activities in process teaching English include making teaching 
preparation, the process or application of teaching English in the classroom include 
the classroom interaction (opening), the application of process teaching component 
(content), and the evaluation step (closing). Those activities involve some component, 
which are called instructional components. They are the goal, the material, the 
method, the media and the evaluation. In this teaching English at eight grade class, the 
teacher taught vocabulary. 
a. The First Observation 
The observation on March 12th, 2019, the research began for the observation 
in the eight grade class. In the 07.30 am, the teacher entered the class. The 
teaching and the learning activities were started with some pre-activities. The 
teacher explained about school yard. The teacher  used picture to make the 
students understand what meaning of the exercise. 
The students were give a handout after they listened to the teacher’s 
explainations about school yard like sport, hide and seek, and playing football. 
The situation of students in eight grade class was conducive and ready to receive 
material from the teacher. While explaining the material in this class, the students 
listened seriously and quietly. 
The teacher gave some minutes to the students to complete the task. After it 
was completed, the teacher evaluted the answer from the text by writing the 
answers in front of the class or on conversation so that the studnets can be more 
active. 
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b. The Second Observation 
Second observation was in March 15th, 2019 in the 07.30 am, the teacher 
entered the eight grade class to conduct the second meeting. On that day, the 
teacher and students were laking about sport. The teacher explained all about 
expression, and explained about what kind of expression in daily activity and the 
teacher draw in the white board. The situaation in the eight grade class was calm 
and ready to receive the material from the teacher. While listened about teachers 
explanation, the student listened seriously and quietly, but there were some 
students could not hear clearly, so the teacher must speak aloud. After explaining 
the material was done, there were some students that were confused to complete 
the handout with a blank space in the underside. Then the teacher asked to the 
students to give the answer on blank space. 
The teacher tried to read again or repeat the materials, after that the teacher 
asked question about the material using sign language with Indonesian laguage. 
Situastions of the students were active and enthusiastic to complete and answer 
what asked by the teacher. Teacher did interaction and tried to communicate using 
the English language and Indonesian languange to students. 
c. The Third Observation 
The third observation was on March 19th, 2019. The teacher entered the 
eight grade class in the 07.30 am. After greeting the students, the teacher 
explained about kind of sport. After that, the teacher explained about kind of sport 
like badminton, football, swiming and etc. The teacher only focus on the 
vocabulary item. When the teacher was expalined the material, the student’s 
situasion wee very various in the class. The worse thing in this class was about 
their different capabilyty in receiving the material. 
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There were some question that had not completed. The second explanation 
was completed but must students in classs were still confused so the teacher must 
speak louder. The students who did not complete their work on the text tried to 
ask other students. After the teacher began to interact and ask questions about the 
material that has been finished together, the student situasion was less active and 
less enthusiastic to listen and answer to the question from the teacher. The teacher 
made a closer interaction by asking an answer from the material and tried to 
communicate to more serious students using mixing languange. 
 
d. Preparation Step 
This preparation step includes the teacher activities in preparing a lesson 
plan. In this step, teacher prepares the instructional goal, the material, the method 
and the media before going to the class. 
1) The Preparation of the Instructional Goal 
Based on the interview and observation result, teacher usually makes a 
preparation before teaching. As stated by the teacher as follows: 
Infromant: 
-“Ya biasanya saya sebelum mengajar saya membuat lesson plan, 
yang bersumber dari kurikulum yang kita pakai yaitu kurikulum KTSP. 
Didalam lesson plan ada indikator yang harus dicapai. Dari 
kompetensi dasar yang sudah ada dalam kurikulum menjadi indikator. 
Kurikulum 2013 hanya digunakan untuk siswa SMALB. Untuk SMPLB 
kita memang belum menggunakan kurikulum 2013, mungkin tahun 
depan kita sudah mulai menggunakannya” (interview with teacher on 
March 11th, 2019) 
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Based on the interview above, teacher states when he prepares the lesson 
plan, he also states the goals. He states the goals into sime basic competence 
which are staded in the curriculum. He prepares the indicators of he teaching 
learning activities. 
2) The Preparation of the Material 
In the lesson plan, teacher also prepares the material. The teacher uses 
On Sky 2 that is published by Erlangga. 
Informant: 
-Dalam pembelajran saya menggunakan buku pedoman yaitu English 
On Sky 2 yang diterbitkan oleh penerbit Erlangga. Dan terkadang 
saya mengunduh dari internet yang tulisan bergambar untuk 
tambahan latihan mbak, jadi siswa tidak merasa jenuh. Dari 
sekolahan belum memberikan saya buku bahasa Inggris yang khusus 
untuk anak-anak tuna rungu mbak. (interview with teacher on March 
11th, 2019) 
This showed that the teacher prepares the material to support the 
teaching learning process. English on Sky 2 was used by the teacher as the 
handbook, the teacher choose the material based on the students capability. 
The teacher copies some exercise with some picture which focussed on 
vocabulary and the meaning. The teacher also had an idea to browse material 
in internet, so the students do not feel bored. 
3) The Preparation Method 
Before teaching the teacher usually prepares the method that is 
appropriate with material. 
Informat: 
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-Untuk metode pembelajaran saya sesuaikan dengan materi yang akan 
diajarkan, contohnya dalam materi Expression, saya menggunakan 
metode oral dimana saya mengulangi kata yang saya sebut beserta 
artinya terkadang saya menggambarkan expresi tersebut dalam 
gambar yang saya gambar di papan tulis. (interview with teacher on 
March 11th, 2019) 
Based on the interview above, the teacher prepares some teaching 
methode which will be used in the class. The use of total communication 
approach in teaching method, facilitate the teacher in the process of teaching 
and learning. The teacher usually prepares one or more methods which are 
appropriate the material, although for some materials he does not use 
appropiate methode because the lack some facilities. Speech aloud is 
meaningful manual communication between the teacher and the students in the 
process of teaching English. 
4) The Preparation of the Media 
Before teaching, the teacher usually prepares what kind of media will be 
used in the classroom. He chooses the media which are appropriate with the 
type of material. 
Informant: 
-Untuk medianya disesuaikan dengan materialnya, contohnya dalam 
teks description terdapat banyak kosa kata baru, untuk mempermudah 
siswa untuk memahami saya terkadang menggambarnya di papan 
tulis. Jadi lebih efektif dan siswa bisa menerka apa yang dimaksud 
didalam teks. (interview with teacher on March 11th, 2019) 
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Based on the interview above, the teacher do not used specific media 
like LCD. The teacher only use the media there are pencil marker, white board 
and eraser. Those media was available in classroom. 
e. The Application Step 
1) The Classroom Interaction (Opening) 
2) The Application of Process Teaching Component (Content) 
a) The Statement of the Goals 
Before teaching, the teacher usually let the students show about the 
instructional goals that should be achived. The teacher states the goals 
before the students give the new topic. At the first observation had been 
conducted on Tuesday, March 12, 2019 in the classroom of VIII at 7.30 
am. The teacher gives an explanationas follows: 
Teacher : “Today we are going to discuss about expression or feeling. 
Sekarang kita akan belajar tentang perasaan jadi kalian bisa 
menerapkan atau mencoba dengan teman atau siapapun 
dengan bahasa inggris. Bagaimana perasaan kalian pagi ini? 
Raise you hand, angkat tangan?” 
Students : “Saya (putri) senang.” 
Theacher : “Ya bagus. Senang itu happy (Mr. X draw a face which 
showed happy people). Sekarang kerjakan soal latihan itu. 
Kalian bisa membuka kamus. Jika ada kesulitan tanya ya.” 
Informant: 
‘Ya, biasanya sebelum pelajaran dimulai saya menyampaikan kepada 
siapa apa tujuan belajar kita hari ini, contohnya hari ini kita akan 
belajar tentang public seperti hospital, airport, market dan lain-lain. 
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Saya mengucap dengan bahasa Inggris, lalu menggambar dipapan 
tuliss agar siswa mudah mengerti.” (Interview with teacher on March 
12, 2019). 
-Saya biasanya selalu memberikan kesempatan kepada siswa untuk 
bertanya apakah ada kesulitan?” (Interview with teacher on March 12, 
2019). 
-Anak-anak biasanya suka mengungkapkan ide atau pendapat mereka, 
dengan cara masing-masing.” (Interview with teacher on March 12, 
2019). 
-Saya juga memberi tanggapan yakni dengan menjawab pertanyaan 
dan memberikan pengarahan jika jawaban kurang tepat.” (Interview 
with teacher on March 12, 2019). 
Usually the teacher gives an exercise that was not taken from the 
book. The teacher explains briefly the material one by one. By knowing 
the goals of instructional material, the students can focus more on what 
should be done to achieve the goals. By stating the goals to the students, 
the students are expected to know the reason why it is important for them 
to learn a certain concept. 
b) The Presentation of the Material 
Based on the observations and the interview which have been done 
by the researcher, the teacher still often uses Indonesian to help the 
students comprehend the material if they have not understood their 
teacher’s explanation in English. Students are not forced to respond in the 
target language, and when the students do start to produce, their speech 
usually consist of simple word and short phrases. In other word, the 
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teacher only focus on their vocalublary to comphrehend the material. In 
the second observation had been conducted on Friday, March 15th, 2019 in 
the classroom of  VIII at 7.30 am. 
Teacher : “Dikertas kalian ada percakapan tentang perasaan seseorang 
yaitu dia sedang berbahagia karena besok adalah hari ulang 
tahunnya. Nah sekarang kata apa yang masih belum kalian 
mengerti?” 
Students : “Saya (putri) kalau capek apa?” 
Teacher : “Capek itu bahasa inggrisnya, tired.” 
Students : “Saya (Itoh) angry apa?” 
Teacher : “Marah atau kesal (sembari menggambar dipapan tulis).” 
Informant: 
-Dalam penyampaian materi, saya menggunakan bahasa Indonesia, 
bahasa Inggris dan bahasa isyarat. Karena jika saya menggunakan 
bahasa inggris sepenuhnya maka siswa akan mengalami kesulitan 
dalam menerima materi.” (Interview with the teacher on March 15th, 
2019). 
Informant: 
-Pertama saya menjelaskan materi yang bisa dalam bentuk gambar 
lalu menjelaskan dengan bahasa Inggris lalu saya minta anak-anak 
untuk mengartikan materi tersebut.” (Interview with the teacher on 
March 15th, 2019). 
Based on the interview above, in presenting the material the 
teacher has not used English totally. He still uses Indonesian in 
interaction with the studnets. The teacher mixes English, Indonesia and 
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sign language. Usually at the beginning he always uses English in 
giving the concept to the students then if the students have not 
understood the teacher explanation in English, he explains again using 
Indonesian and sign language. 
c) The Use of Method 
Anthony (1963:95) in Fauziati (2008:5) “Defines method as an 
overall plan for the orderly presentation of language material, on part of 
which contradicts, and all of which is based upon the selected approach.” 
In the process of teaching English, the teacher uses various instructional 
methods which are appropriate with the material The teacher do not used a 
specific method but the uses various methods in order that students do not 
feel bored with the teaching learning process activities. He tries to make 
the student enjoy in the teaching learning process. Based on the interesting 
teaching learning process, the studnets can be motivated to learn better. 
Teacher : “Students, lihat kertas latihan soal kalian kalau pusing itu 
biasanya yang sakit apanya (menyentuh kepala). Yes, kepala. 
Bahasa inggrisnya kepala apa?” 
Students : “(itoh) head ya head?” 
Teacher : “Ya benar, bahasa inggris dari kepala adalah head (sambil 
memegangi kepala). Kalau flu yang mampet apanya, pas lagi 
flu atau pilek (menunjuk hidung)?” 
Students : “Saya (Putri) eye pak.” 
Teacher : “Bukan, yang benar itu nose.” 
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Informant: 
-Untuk metode pembelajaran tergantung materinya agar siswa tidak 
jenuh, tapi saya menjelaskan aterinya dulu dengan menggunakan 
gambar atau lisan dengan pengulangan. Jika ada kesulitan saya 
membuka kesempataan untuk anak-anak bertanya. Kemudian setelah 
itu saya membuka sesi pertanyaan, kalau waktunya habis dikerjakan 
dirumah sebagai PR dan bisa dibantu orang tua masing-masing. 
(Interview with the teacher on March 12th, 2019). 
Based on interview above, the teacher tries ddoes not to be 
monotonus in using instructional methods, the use of appropriate 
methoddss can help the students understand the topic easily. From the 
observational showed that the students able to do the exercises after 
getting teacher explanation, clues and direction. Based on the interview 
and observation which have been done by the researcher, some methods 
which are usually used by the teacher are presentation, question and 
answer, and discussion methods. 
d) The Use of Media 
Media education is important because it develops students creative 
powers for those images, words and sounds that comes to the students 
from various media. It is one way to make the students attract with 
material and they by the teacher in teaching-learning process at the eightth 
grade students in SLB-B YAAT Klaten, the teacher used multimedia to 
support the teaching-learning activities. Beside that the teacher used 
whiteboard, textbooks, and board marker. He fuction of white board is to 
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write something. Textbook used by teacher directly as instructional 
material. 
Teacher : “Now I will give some picture, please look at the board. 
Lihat ke papan tulis, bapak akan menggambarkan bahasa  
inggris dari latihan soal yang ada di handout kalian. Setelah 
itu kita cocokan bersama. Paham?” 
Students : “Ya, paham.” 
Informant: 
-Untuk media saya sesuaikan dengan materi mbak, kadang saya 
menggunakan laptop dan LCD, kadang pakai gambar yang saya 
dapatkan dari internet. Tapi untuk LCD sangat jarang saya gunakan, 
karena disekolahan ini cuma punya satu saja dan itu digunakan 
bergantian dengan guru yang lain. (Interview with the teacher on 
March 12th, 2019). 
In the process of teaching English, there are many instructional 
media. The media are laptop with LCD and picture print out. The teacher 
uses the media which are appropriate with the type of materials. The media 
infrequently used by the teacher because in this school just have one LCD. 
He tries to optimize the media to teach the students in every meeting. 
Based on the interviews and observation above, the media rare used in 
every teaching activity because something the media are limited. The 
teacher tries to use the other media (picture hand out from internet) 
optimally because the use of media will help the students understand the 
material easily. 
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3) The Evaluation Step (Closing) 
Based on the observations which have been done by the research. The 
teacher usually gave some exercises. It can also be in the from of homework. 
In the third observation had been conducted on Tuesday March 19th 2019, in 
the classroom of VIII at 7.30 am. 
Teacher : “Ya students, kita tadi belajar tentang apa?” 
Students : “Tentang olahraga.” 
Teacher : “Ya benar, olahraga atau sport. Sekarang untuk PR cari ddi 
internet tentang olahraga apa saja yang ada di Indonesia 
selain yang kita pelajari tadi. Dikumpulkan hari Rabu 
depan.” 
Students : “Ya.” 
Teacher : “OK. I Think enough for today, sudah belajar nya hari ini. 
Jangan lupa tugasnya dikerjakan.” 
Students : “Ya Pak.” 
Teacher : “Wassalamu’alaikum.” 
Infromant: 
-Dalam proses evaluasi saya mempunyai beberapa aspek yang 
mencakup reading and writing tapi saya tekankan pada vocabularynya 
mbak, tugasnya juga berbagai macam seperti searching di internet, 
menyusun atau membuat paragraph, mengartikan soal-soal bergabar, 
dll. (Interview with the teacher on March 11th, 2019). 
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Informant: 
-Homeworknya seperti menulis surat, membuat teks deskriptive, 
membaca berita di internet, dll. (Interview with the teacher on March 
11th, 2019). 
Before the teacher closed the meaning, the teacher asked the students 
about again as feedback then the teacher gave homework to the students about 
their understandding of the material. Based on the interviews and observation 
above, the evaluation is conducted in English that needs the skill of reading 
and writing, although focuses on the vocabulary. 
 
B. Discussion 
The researcher has done the research and has gotten the complete data from all the 
techniques included in interview and observation. To gain the objectives of the research, 
the researcher has analyzed the data systematically and accurately. The data was then 
analyzed in order to give meaningful interpretation and  draw inferences about the object 
of the evaluation. 
In the research findings above, there are several things that can be noted down. It 
will be arranged based on the findings of each researcher problems. Ther researcher tries 
to discuss them with references to theories related to the process of teaching English to 
the deaf and hard of hearing students. Based on the rearch finding, students who are deaf 
and hard of hearing are delayed ini their level of English vocabulary and also acquire new 
wordd at slower rates. Without sufficient vocabulary, the learners cannot communicate 
effectively or express their ideas. The finsing showed that the teacher used meida such as 
a picture and the things which focused only on vocabulary to teach English lesson to the 
deaf and hard of hearing students. The resercher condsidered the media that teacher used 
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in teaching English were same as with Arsyad (2005:3) that states media can be classified 
into three categories: visual, audio, and audio vissual. Those media supproted the 
teaching learning process. As Pamarian Somad and Tati’s sstatement (1996:74): 
“Teaching English to students with hearing impairment, the teacher has to consider and 
adapt the material with the characteristics of students with hearing impairment.” This 
meant that the teacher only applied tecahing srategies which are applicable to the students 
condition. The process of teaching to the deaf and hard of hearing students usually consist 
of three steps, as follows: the opening, application of content, and closing. After doing 
abservation for two times in the class, the resercher considered the process of teaching 
English languange especially teaching vocabulary by the teacher during the class were 
same as the process of classroom technique and procedure by Thompson (2012:103) there 
is instruction to the teacher to teach language for students with hearing impairment 1) 
Planning the materials and the methods that consider or depend on the need of studemts. 
2) Optimize the situation of the class and be firm that the students focus on teacher 
explanation during in front of the class. 3) In explaining the materials, the teacher must be 
sopken aloud and clearly. 4) Using instruction and repetition in every word or senteces 
with write down the keyword on the board. 5) During teaching learning process the 
teachers using sign language, note, pictures, to deliver the material. 6) Optimize the 
students can communicate with the teacher altough in communicating their idea or to ask 
about the materials. 7) Develop the communication used the facial expression and body 
language in explaining the material. 8) The used of visual media to make the students 
understand what teacher say. 
Teaching for deaf and hard of hearing students need more extra energy because the 
teacher must be speak aloud when explaining the materials. Techniques for the hearing 
impaired are special primary because of their unique mission of teaching communication 
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to children who cannot hear normally. Based on the observation, the researcher 
considered the teacher in the process of teaching English language especially teaching 
vocabulary used the natural method. It can be seen by classroom technique and 
procedure. Communincative acivity, exist throughout the course by focusing on a simple 
wordd to introduce new vocabulary. The teacher introduces the pictures by drawing in 
front of the class at a time focusing usually one single item or activity in the picture. The 
researcher considered the method used by the teacher in teaching English were same as 
with (Mufti Salim, 1977: 29-34) which states in the Natural Method other educators feel 
that sign, gestures, cues, finger spelling and other manual means used along with spech 
are a more natural way of communicating and enable the deaf and hard of hearing 
children to express themselves and understand other more fully. Use visuals, typically 
magazine picture, to introduce new vocabulary and to continue with activities requiring 
only students names and response. 
Mixing English and Bahasa is one of the ways to help deaf and hard of hearing 
students in transferring communication during English teaching learrning process. Create 
a handout is one of the ways to make the students more interest in the process of teaching 
English. Likewise, the teacher can be emphaty and prepare a good media toward the 
students, where the teacher can be as if studnets who have low English apability. The 
researcher considered the media that teacher used were same as the Arsyad (2005:25) 
e;aborates the function of media in teaching include improve students attention and make 
concrete for example picture basics to think. 
According to Sudarwan (2011:250), one of characteristies of good teacher is 
understanding capability, as stated : “Guru yang baik memiliki pemahaman yang benar 
tentang bagaimana mengajar. Mereka tidak memiliki teknik yang kaku dan bersikeras 
menggunakannya, sehingga hal itu membantu kelancaran dan kemudahan siswa belajar. 
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Guru yang baik fleksibel dalam gaya belajar dan menyesuaikan muridnya jika perlu.” 
There are always problems in teaching and learning process. It also occurs in teaching 
English to the deaf and hearing students in this school. There are some problems faced by 
the teacher in the process of teaching English. According to Daniela (2004:2) as stated: 
“Teaching English to hearing–impaired students is a bigger prblem because syntactic 
structure of majority spoken languages is different from the structure of sign languages.” 
The first is the problem faced by the teacher. The problems faced by the teacher are 
about English language especially about the use of sign language, the use of vocabulary, 
pronunciation which almost wrong, and the fourth problem is different capability in 
receiving material. To solve this problem, the teacher tries to learn sign language day by 
day. The teacher always asks to the students to bring their dictionary in every meeting. 
The secondd is the problems faced by the school. The problems faced by the school  are 
about the financial problems which affect the lack facilities. The head master stated that 
she tries to solve those problems she make a proposal to the goverment, the headmaster 
expected with the relief fund, it can hide from financial problem which affect the lack 
facilities. So the teaching learning proces will be better than before. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
 
A. The Conclusion 
Based on the data and the data analyst are drawn to answer the problem of the 
study. There are: 
1. The process of teaching English to the deaf and hard of hearing students 
The process of teaching English is an educative interaction of some instructional 
components which is interoperated to one another in achieving the goal the proccess 
of teaching English concist of three steps, there are the preparation, the application, 
and the evaluation, such are: 
a. The preparation is the teachers activity in preparing a lesson plan. This activity 
includes the preparation of the goal, the material, the method and the media which 
will be used in the class. 
b. The application of teaching learning component (the goal, the material, the use of 
tofal communication approach in teaching method, and the use of visual media) in 
the classroom. 
c. The evaluation is to check the students comprehension of the topic. The teacher 
asked to the students about the materials as feedback then the teacher gave 
homework to the students. In the evaluation the teacher give explanation to the 
students about their understanding of the material. 
Developing creative methods of teaching: The ways to teach more creatively, in 
way that engages them as well as their learners in a rich and enjoyable learning 
experience, employing creative methods in English class that arouse the students 
enthusiassm and to improve their vocabulary should be a goal. 
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2. The problem faced by the teacher in the process of teaching English 
a. The problems of the tacher 
1) The problem that is faced by the teacher is the problem of English language 
especially about the use of sign language. 
2) The second problem is the use vocabulary and translation. The teacher has 
difficulties when he teaches new topic by using new vocabulary the students 
cannot understand the meaning of the words. 
3) The third problemis when teacher teach pronunciation which almost correct 
when the students say a word or sentence. The deaf and hard of hearing 
students may ora may not have difficulty in producing normal speech, but he 
is likely to have significant difficulty in understanding the speech or others. 
4) The fourth problem is different capability in receiving materials. Each student 
has different capability in vocabulary. Some of students learn the material 
easily and the others learn it with some difficulties. This situation made the 
teaching-learning process does not run well. 
b. The problem at school 
Problem at school are financial problem which affects the lack of facilities. 
 
B. The Suggestion 
1. To The Teacher 
Teacher can give students the simplest explanation about the topic. Sometimes teacher 
needs to explore techniques, methods, and media to explain the new vocabulary or 
new lesson. It should be better, if the teacher often give exercise for the students. 
Teacher also can use video or film in the process of teaching English. It is necessary 
for the teacher to be more patient. 
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2. To the School 
To SLB YAAT Klaten, it should be better to provide much more facilities, for ecaple 
computer or LCD. It is necessary for the school to repair the facilities that is broken. 
3. To the students 
The students should be more active in teaching learning process. If students feel 
interested in teacher’s teaching, students should prove that they can improve their 
grammar comprehend well. Students should always active in every task which will be 
given by their teacher and then their teacher will be proud of them. Students should 
always be confidents and spirit to gain everything especially education since it will 
benefit them for all the time. 
4. To the Further Researcher 
The researcher hopes that there will be more researches which are interested in 
researching special education. Then for futher research, use more subjects to make it 
credible research. 
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DATA OF THE INTERVIEW 
Hari/ Tanggal : Senin, 11 Maret 2019 
Kegiatan : 07.30 – 08.00 
Objek Wawancara : Wiyanto, S.Pd 
Lokasi : Ruang Guru SLB YAAT Klaten 
Pewancara : Aisyah Putri  
 
P: Assalamu’alaikum Bapak Wiyono. Saya Aisyah Putri mahasiswi Jurusan Pendidikan 
Bahasa Inggris IAIN Surakarta, ingin mewancarai Bapak berkaitan dengan proses belajar 
mengajar bahasa Inggris dikelas, apakah bapak menyetujuinya? 
I: Ya mbak saya bersedia. 
P: Boleh saya tahu nama lengkap bapak? 
I: Nama saya Wiyanto, guru bahasa Inggris 
P: Apakah persiapan yang anda lakukan sebelum pembelajaran? 
I:Ya biasanya saya sebelum mengajar saya membuat lesson plan, yang bersumber dari 
kurikulum yang kita pakai yaitu kurikulum KTSP. Di dalam lesson plan ada indicator yang 
harus dicapai. Dari kompetensi dasar yang sudah ada dalam kurikulum menjadi indikator. 
Kurikulum 2013 hanya digunakan untuk siswa SMALB. Untuk SMPLB kita memang belum 
menggunakan kurikulum 2013, mungkin tahun depan kita sudah mulai menggunakannya. 
P: Apakah anda menyusun persiapan materinya dan apa buku pedoman anda dalam 
mengajar? 
I: Ya saya menyusun materi yang berpedoman pada buku. Dalam pembelajaran saya 
menggunakan buku pedoman yaitu English On Sky on 2 yang diterbitkan oleh penerbit 
Erlangga. Dan terkadang saya mengunduh dari internet untuk tambahan latihan. Dari 
sekolahan belum memberikan saya buku bahasa Inggris yang khusus untuk anak-anak tuna 
rungu mbak. 
P: Bagaimana perencanaan untuk menentukan metode yang akan digunakan dalam mengajar 
dikelas? 
I: Untuk metode pembelajaran saya sesuaikan dengan materi yang akan diajarkan, 
contohnya dalam materi Expression, saya menggunakan metode oral dimana saya 
mengulangi kata-kata yang saya sebut beserta artinya terkadang saya menggambarkan 
expresi tersebut dalam gambar yang saya gambar dipapan tulis. 
P: Media apa yang bapak gunakan untuk mengajar anak tuna rungu meliputi apa saja pak? 
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I: Untuk medianya disesuaikan dengan materinya, sontihnya dalam teks description terdapat 
banyak kosa kata baru, untuk mempermudah siswa untuk memahami saya terkadang 
menggambarnya dipapan tulis. Jadi siswa bisa menerka apa yang dimaksud didalam teks. 
Kadang saya menggunakan laptop dan LCD, kadang pakai gambar yang saya dapatkan dari 
internet. Tapi untuk LCD sangat jarang saya gunakan, karena disekolahan ini Cuma punya 
satu saja ddan itu digunakan bergantian dengan guru yang lain. 
P: Apakah siswa juga aktif dalam kegiatan belajar bahasa inggris? 
I: Anak-anak biasanya suka mengungkapkan ide atau pendapat mereka, dengan cara 
masing-masing. Tapi tidak langsung dengan bahasa inggris mbak. 
P: Bagaimana cara bapak agar siswa lebih aktif dikelas? 
I: Saya biasanya selalu memberikan kesempatan kepada siswa untuk bertanya apakah ada 
kesulitan. 
P: Bagaimana interaksi bapak dengan siswa atau bahasa apa saja yang bapak gunakan dalam 
berkomunikasi? 
I: Biasanya menggunakan bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa isyarat walau kadang memakai 
bahasa Inggris tapi sedikit sekali. Saya juga memberi tanggapan yakni dengan menjawab 
pertanyaan dan memberikan pengarahan jika jawaban kurang tepat. 
P: Apakah bapak memberikan penjelasan tentang materi apa yang akan dipelajari? 
I: Ya, biasanya sebelum pelajaran dimulai saya menyampaikan kepada siswa ada tujuan 
belajar kita hari ini, contohnya hari ini kita akan belajar expression atau feeling dan 
mengamati kegiatan dihalaman sekolah dalam bahasa inggris. 
P: Bagaimana bapak mempresentasikan materi dikelas? 
I: Dalam penyampaikan materi, saya menggunakan bahasa Indonesia, Bahasa Inggris, dan 
bahasa isyarat. Karena jika saya menggunakan bahasa inggris sepenuhnya maka siswa akan 
mengalami kesulitan dalam menerima materi. Pertama saya menjelaskan materi yang bisa 
dalam bentuk gambar lalu menjelaskan dengan bahasa inggris lalu saya minta anak-anak 
untuk mengartikan materi tersebut. 
P: Bagaimana cara bapak mengaplikasikan metode yang sudah anda rencanakan? 
I: Untuk metode pembelajaran tergantung materinya agar siswa tidak jenuh, tapi saya 
menjelaskan materinya dulu dengan menggunakan gambar atau lisan dengan pengulangan. 
Jika ada kesulitan saya membuka kesempatan anak-anak untuk bertanya. Kemudian setelah 
itu saya membuka sesi pertanyaan, kalaupun waktunya habis dikerjakan dirumah sebagai PR 
dan bisa dibantu orang tua masing-masing. 
P: Apa saja yang menjadi inti dari evaluasi pembelajaran? 
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I: Dalam proses evaluasi saya mempunyai beberapa aspek yang mencakup reading and 
writing tapi saya tekankan pada vocabularynya mbak. Tugasnya juga berbagai macam 
seperti searching di internet, menyusun atau membuat paragraph, mengartikan soal-soal 
bergambar dll. Homeworknya seperti menulis surat, membuat teks descriptive, membaca 
berita diintenet dll. 
P: Selama bapak mengajar bahasa inggris, hambatan atau permasalahan apa saja yang bapak 
hadapi? 
I: Permasalahannya banyak mbak, contohnya seperti bahasa isyarat karena saya dulu bukan 
dari jurusan PLB jadi sedikit demi sedikit belajar agar mudah berinteraksi dengan anak-
anak. Terus penjelasan jika pindah ke materi yang baru, anak-anak ini penguasaan atau 
pembendaharaan katanya minim sekali. Jadi harus ditekankan pada vocabularynya. Kalau 
perlu saya gambar langsung dipapan tulis agar mereka paham. 
Jadi begini kalau permasalahan disekolahkan itu mengenai media pembelajarannya mbak, 
minimnya LCD dan computer, adapun Lab BKPBI tidak pernah kita menggunakannya. 
Karena terbatasnya waktu mbak, jadi saya Cuma pakai spidol sama papan tulis yang dikelas. 
P: Jadi pada intinya persiapan bapak sebelum mengajar, sama dengan guru lain yang 
mengajar disekolah umum? 
I: Iya mbak, saya kira sama. Bagaimanapun kita sebagai guru harus membimbing mereka 
menjadi lebih baik lagi. Walau terkadang ada kendalanya. 
P: Terima kasih bapak, atas penjelasannya. Maaf sudah mengganggu waktu bapak saya 
mohon pamit. Insya Allah saya balik besok dijam pelajaran bahasa inggris untuk mengamati 
proses pembelajaran didalam kelas. Sekali lagi terimakasih bapak, Assalamu’alaikum 
I: Ya mbak, silahkan. Kalau butuh data-data tentang sekolah ini silahkan langsung menemui 
ibu kepala sekolah. Nanti beliau yang akan mengarahkan. Wa’alaikum salam Wr. Wb. 
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DATA OF THE INTERVIEW 
Hari/ Tanggal : Selasa, 12 Maret 2019 
Kegiatan : 08.00 – 08.30 
Objek Wawancara : Wiyanto, S.Pd 
Lokasi : Ruang Kelas 8 SLB YAAT Klaten 
Pewancara : Aisyah Putri 
 
P: Assalamu’alaikum Bapak Wiyanto. Selamat pagi, mohon maaf mengganggu waktu bapak. 
Kalau boleh saya ingin mengobrol sebentar pak, 
I: Wassalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb. Tidak mengganggu mbak, silahkan apa yang bisa saya bantu. 
P: Kalau boleh tahu, bagaimana kondisi siswa dikelas 8 SLB B ini pak? 
I: Dikelas 8 itu kan ada empat murid diantaranya adalah Itoh Yosiem Tri Sulandari, Sindi 
Ika Putri, sama Azzahra Putri. Nah mereka mempunyai tingkat deafnessnya berbeda-beda. 
Yang memang sepenuhnya deaf itu Tri Sulandari yang anaknya paling kecil paling kurus. 
Kalau yang lain saya rasa mereka masih dalam kategori heard hearing. 
P: Mengenai cara pembelajaran mereka apakah sama atau ada yang dikhususkan dari satu 
anak tersebut? 
I: Sementara ini sama saya kan siswa yang memang benar-benar tunga rungu atau deaf, 
dengan anak yang susah dalam pendengaran. Seperti yang saya jelaskan kemarin, saya 
mengajar tidak harus dengan metode khusus tapi tergantung pada materi apa yang akan kita 
bahas. Ya kalau dikelas memang cara pembelajarannya harus berbicara agak keras atau 
menggunakan bahasa isyarat. Sering kali saya menggambar dipapan tulis tentang kosa kata 
baru sehingga mereka paham tentang meaningnya. 
P: Minat siswa saat belajar bahasa inggris dikelas bagaimana bapak? 
I: Mereka antusias sekali mbak, karena ya mungkin dijaman seperti ini anak-anak tertarik 
karena gadget yang mereka punya itu mempengaruhi minat belajar siswa. Mereka menjadi 
aktif dalam bertanya atau menjawab soal yang saya berikan. 
P: Apakah siswa diperkenankan membawa gadget mereka saat proses belajar mengajar? 
I: Sebenarnya tidak boleh mbak, tapi karena minimnya media pembelajaran disekolah ini 
dan juga itu sebagai sarana agar anak-anak tidak jenuh dalam belajar jadi saya terkadang 
memperbolehkan mereka membuka kamus atau kamus online. 
P: Untuk proses pembelajran bahasa inggris bagaimana bapak menyampaikan materi, apakah 
mencakup keempat aspek seperti writing, reading, listening dan speaking? 
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I: Saya rasa kalau untuk mengajar anak tuna rungu itu agak sulit dalam mengaplikasikan 
keempat aspek  tersebut mbak. Kosa kata yang mereka punya saja sedikit, tidak seperti anak-
anak setingkat mereka disekolah umum. Saya menekankan di vocabulary nya saja mbak. Jika 
memang sudah benar-benar paham, saya lantass mengarah ke empat aspek tersebut tapi ya 
itu memerlukan waktu yang lama. 
P: Kemarin saya bertanya kepada ibu kepala sekolah, beliau menjelaskan bahwa untuk kelas 
8 itu masih menggunakan kurikulum KTSP. Mengapa masih menggunakan kurikulum 
tersebut? 
I: Ya mbak untuk tingkatan SMPLB tahun ajaran ini masih menggunakan KTSP. Mungkin 
tahun ajaran besok kita mulai menggunakannya. Karena belum lengkapnya fasilitas untuk 
pembelajaran mbak, seperti buku guru, silabus, dan rpp. Kalau untuk SMA memang sudah 
ada sekarang ini. 
P: Terimakasih bapak sudah mau menjelaskan sedikit tentang proses belajar dan 
komponennya. Maaf sudah mengganggu saya mohon ijin pamit untuk keruangan kepala 
sekolah untuk meminta file tentang profil sekolah ini. Assalamu’alaikum Bapak. 
I: Ya mbak, sama-sama. Wa’alaikum salam 
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